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ABSTRACT
The nature and source of cosmic rays has been at the core of particle astro-
physics since their discovery almost a century ago. The cosmic ray spectrum is best
described by a broken power law, and can be better understood as three distinct
parts. Theory holds that cosmic rays up to ∼1015 eV - those below the“knee” or
steepening in the spectrum - are produced in the shocks of supernova remnants. Di-
rect detection of cosmic rays produced in supernova remnant shocks is impossible,
however, as cosmic rays below ∼1018 eV are deflected by the Galactic magnetic field
and cannot be traced back to their origins.
If high energy hadrons are produced within the immediate environment of
a supernova remnant, collisions will occur within the surrounding medium. As a
result, pion production and subsequent decay will give rise to very high energy
gamma rays (E >100 GeV). Since these gamma rays will not interact with any
magnetic field, they can be traced back to their point of origin. Thus, Atmospheric
Cherenkov Detectors like VERITAS, which have the capability to detect very high
energy gamma rays via their interaction with our atmosphere, provide us the means
of directly testing the theory of the origin of cosmic rays in supernova remnants.
Observations of 13 supernovae made with the VERITAS instrument are
presented herein, including 5 individually targeted remnants and 8 remnants within
the VERITAS Cygnus region Sky Survey. The observations provide detections of
two known VHE remnants (Cassiopeia A and the Crab Nebula), and meaningful
flux limits on the remainder. Comparison of these results to both hadronic- and
leptonic-origin emission models is carried out.
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CHAPTER 1
SUPERNOVA REMNANTS AT VERY HIGH ENERGIES
1.1 Introduction
The nature and physics of supernova remnants (SNRs) is an important sub-
field of astronomy. The explosive death of stars both enriches the Galaxy with new
elements and releases an enormous amount of energy into its surroundings. As with
most astrophysical objects, the primary means of understanding supernova rem-
nants is by intercepting and studying light and particles emitted by the object. Of
particular interest is the feasibility of SNR as efficient particle accelerators.
The origins of supernova remnants are discussed in Section 1.2. In Sections
1.3 and 1.4, the various types and evolutionary stages of SNR are explored. Section
1.5 covers the means by which SNR are thought to produce very high energy cosmic
rays and photons. Finally, the specific supernova remnants covered in this work are
discussed in Section 1.6
1.2 Supernovae
A supernova remnant is an expanding nebula of gas that is the direct result
of the explosive death of a star. To understand the nature of supernova remnants
it is important to understand how they begin as supernovae.
The conventional supernova (SN) classification scheme is primarily based on
the absence or presence of specific absorption lines in their optical spectra. Broadly,
hydrogen absorption lines are absent in Type I SNe and present in Type II. Type
I SNe are further subdivided according to the absence or presence of silicon and
helium lines; Type Ia have silicon lines, Ib have helium but no silicon, and Type Ic
lack both. Further classes exist but are typically relevant to only a small subsample
of objects (e.g., [Kamper and van den Bergh 1976],[da Silva 1993]).
White dwarf supernovae are associated with the Type Ia class. These su-
pernovae are the result of a white dwarf star in a binary system accreting sufficient
matter from its companion to overcome the electron degeneracy pressure which sup-
ports the white dwarf under its own gravitational mass (Chandrasekhar 1931). The
theoretical universality of this mass limit- 1.38 M, known as the Chandrasekhar
Limit- leads to the idea that Type 1a supernova are all of the same absolute magni-
tude and thus useful as standard candles in determining distances to host galaxies
(e.g., [Branch and Miller 1993]).
Core-collapse supernova, which make up the Type II and Type Ib/c spectral
classes, occur when the core of a massive star (≥ 8 M) can no longer support itself
against gravitational collapse. Variation in the end stage of the star’s life and the
mass-loss history of the star lead to differences in composition and hence the ab-
sence or presence of the different atomic lines in the resulting supernova’s spectrum.
High mass stars evolve quickly through their core-burning fusion processes until an
electron-degenerate 56Fe core remains. Lacking a sustainable fusion reaction, if the
core’s mass exceeds the Fermi pressure a cascade reaction of electron-capture occurs
and the core collapses into a neutron star or black hole. The supernova explosion
itself is powered by the neutrinos released as a product of the core collapse and
the near-elastic bounce of in-falling stellar material from the neutron star’s sur-
face. While understood in principle, this explosion mechanism has proven difficult
to model.
1.3 Types of Supernova Remnants
Supernova remnants are divided into several classes based on their observa-
tional properties. For a full review, see Vink (2004).
Shell Remnants: These remnants are defined and dominated by emission
from the outer shocked ejecta and swept-up material. Due to limb brightening,
remnants of this type tend to appear as a ring of emission in radio and X-ray.
Crab-like Remnants: Defined by the archetypical Crab Nebula, these
remnants are dominated by a nebula powered by a pulsar-driven wind (PWN).
Plerions appear as filled irregular forms in X-ray and radio and lack line emission.
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Figure 1.1 This is a breakdown of the schema by which supernova are roughly
categorized by their optical absorption lines.
Remnants with pulsars are the result of core-collapse SN, though not all core-collapse
SN produce pulsars.
Composite Remnants: As their name suggests, composite remnants ap-
pear as a combination of Crab-like and shell remnants. Their appearance depends
on the wavelength in which they are observed. Composite remnants are further
subdivided into two types. Composite remnants in which both a shell appears in
synchrotron radio emission and central thermal emission appears with line emission
in the X-ray are referred to as thermal composites. In plerionic composites, line
emission appears in and near the outer shell, but they are otherwise Crab-like in
radio and X-ray.
1.4 Remnant Evolution
The material released in a supernova explosion expands and evolves through
a series of phases in which different gross physical processes dominate the behavior
of the ejecta (Chevalier 1977). Despite differences in the original supernova, all
remnants appear to go through the same basic phases. We refer to the evolving
system of ejecta, stellar remnant and swept-up material as a supernova remnant.
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These phases can be used to determine the approximate time since the explosion
of observed supernova remnants. The observable remnants of historical supernovae
can be linked to historical observations and an exact date can be established for
the original event. Note that distinction amongst these phases is largely convention.
The physical reality of any snapshot in time of the evolving remnant is likely to be
some intermediate state between two phases.
The first stage of a remnant’s evolution is the ejecta dominated (ED) or free
expansion phase. During the ED phase the ejecta expand with a uniform velocity,
leaving a lower density interior space behind it. The duration of this phase is
determined by the mass and expansion velocity of the ejecta and the density of the
surrounding media. The ED stage ends when the mass of shocked interstellar or
circumstellar material swept up by the ejecta is comparable to the original ejecta
mass. At this point, the remnant enters a period of adiabatic expansion called the
Sedov-Taylor phase. The slowing due to the swept up material leads to a second
shock which propagates backward through the ejecta. This reverse shock slows the
ejecta material while compressing and heating it (Charles and Seward 1995).
During these two early stages, the temperature of both the ejecta and the
shocked material is too high (>2×105 K) to allow for efficient radiative processes.
This is due to the complete ionization of the material in most of the remnant,
disallowing line emission. The radiative phase is characterised by the recombination
of ions into atoms capable of radiation via electron-transition at optical and UV
wavelengths. This allows the remnant to effectively radiate away energy. While
momentum conservation is naturally maintained throughout all phases, this phase is
also referred to as the “momentum conserving” phase. This distinguishes it from the
earlier phases in which both the energy and momentum of the system are conserved.
At the end of the radiative phase, the remnant enters the final stage of its life, fading
out at all wavelengths and eventually blending with the interstellar medium.
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1.5 Cosmic Ray Acceleration
That supernova remnants are the primary source of galactic cosmic rays is
the generally accepted theory. Indeed, measurement of non-thermal X-ray emission
in several supernova remnants provides direct evidence of populations of electrons
accelerated to cosmic ray energies. The evidence for acceleration of hadrons, how-
ever, is thus far less direct.
Supernova remnants were first proposed as cosmic ray accelerators based
primarily on energetics (Ginzburg and Syrovatski 1964). Given the apparent spatial
isotropy of cosmic rays, we can calculate the total cosmic ray energy for particles
up to ∼ 3× 1015 eV to be
E = ρCR VG ∼ (10−11 ergs cm−3)× (3.0× 1064 cm3) = 3× 1053 ergs (1.1)
where VG is the volume of the Galaxy and ρCR is the cosmic ray energy density in
our Galaxy. If cosmic rays are trapped within our Galaxy by the galactic magnetic
field for ∼ 1014 s, the rate of energy loss is Eloss = 3×1039 erg s−1. This energy must
then be provided by any hypothetical cosmic ray accelerator in order to maintain
the cosmic ray energy density. We can calculate the necessary efficiency of cosmic





where RSN is the galactic SNR rate of ∼ 3 per century and ESN is the total SN
energy (typically estimated to be of ∼ 1051 ergs). While this energy budgeting is
not sufficient evidence to claim SNR as the source of Galactic cosmic rays, no other
source is known to produce sufficient energy to maintain this energy density.
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Figure 1.2 This is a spectrum of cosmic rays built from a compilation of cosmic
ray experiments. The “knee” and “ankle” indicate changes in the spectral index
from ∼2.7 below the knee to ∼3.0 between the knee and ankle and to ∼2.8 above
the ankle. Supernova remnants are the presumed source of cosmic rays at energies
below the knee.Taken from [Cronin et al. 1997]
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1.5.1 Diffusive Shock Acceleration
The basis of most modern cosmic ray acceleration theories was set forth by
Fermi (1949). Fermi originally proposed that particles could gain energy through
repeated elastic scatterings off of moving interstellar gas, arguing that “head-on”
collisions (in which the scattering particle gains energy) would be more common
than “head-tail” collisions (in which the scattering particle loses energy). While
this theory accurately predicts a power-law spectrum for the scattered particles,
it fails in two regards. First, the scattering time for such a particle would be too
long to maintain the galactic cosmic ray energy density. Secondly, the proposed
process would be unable to accelerate heavy ions up to cosmic ray energies without
fragmentation.
Bell (1978a) and Blandford and Ostriker (1978) proposed the currently ac-
cepted solution. Particles could gain the necessary energy via repeated crossing of an
astrophysical shock. Elastic scattering would occur off of magnetic inhomogeneities
both upstream and downstream of the shock. This process is referred to as diffusive




(βu − βd)p (1.3)
where βu and βd are the upstream and downstream shock velocities in terms of c,
respectively and p is the particle momentum (Bell 1978b). The probability of escape





for a relativistic particle (vp ∼ c). The probability of a particle scattering l times
before escaping and thus achieving energy El is
ln(Pl) = l × ln(1− 4βu) (1.5)
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where r is the compression ration βu/βd, Eo is the particle injection energy, and
No = (µ − 1)/Eo. For a strong SNR shock, r ∼ 4. This gives a power-law index
of ∼ 2, which is sufficiently hard to account for the cosmic ray spectrum below the
knee. We thus have an argument from energetics and a plausible scenario by which
SNR produce the Galactic cosmic ray spectrum.
1.5.2 Electron Acceleration
In the case of pulsar wind nebulae (PWN), leptonic emission is expected to
be dominant, though Arons and Tavani (1994) argue that diffusive shock accelera-
tion cannot account for the leptonic acceleration. In PWN, the leptonic population
is the result of pair production in the pulsar’s magnetic field. Diffusive shock accel-
eration requires that the magnetic fields lie almost perpendicular to the flow of the
material (generally, roughly parallel to the shock) which is not the case throughout
the PWN shock. Instead, Arons & Tavani find that the acceleration mechanism is
the absorption of synchrotron radiation emitted by heavy ions gyrating in the post-
shock material. The electron-positron pairs absorb this radiation at their relativistic
cyclotron frequencies.
Interestingly, the geometry of PWN may prove crucial in separating out
potential pulsar-driven TeV emission from SNR shock-driven emission. The shock





where Ė is the rate of energy injection into the wind, η is the fractional spherical
area covered by the wind and p is the external pressure (Slane 2002). Typical
values are ∼ 0.1pc, considerably more compact than a typical SNR blast wave only
a few decades after explosion. Thus, given sufficient angular resolution emission
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from PWN shock-fronts should be readily distinguishable from SNR shock-front
emission.
1.5.3 TeV Emission
We have accounted for the possibility of cosmic ray production in SNR for
both the hadronic and leptonic case. The difficulty in confirming this production
observationally lies in the charged nature of the particles thus produced. Charged
cosmic rays up to (1015 eV) are deflected significantly by the Galactic magnetic field.
The resultant isotropy of cosmic rays precludes the direct detection of the source
of Galactic cosmic rays. However, these relativistic particles will produce very high
energy gamma rays at or near their point of origin through multiple processes.
In the hadronic case, collisions between the relativistic protons/nuclei and
the ambient medium will produce pions. The π0 decays primarily (98.8%) via
π0 → 2γ (1.8)
on a timescale of τ = 8.3 × 10−17s (Particle Data Group et al. 2008) - fast enough
to consider the photon origin as the collision site. The collision target may be
supernova ejecta or swept-up or undisturbed circumstellar medium. A local region
of high density target- a nearby molecular cloud, for example- would serve to enhance
the resultant TeV emission. This would be a strong indication of hadronic, rather
than leptonic, emission.
High energy electron populations up to 100 TeV are observed via their syn-
chrotron emission in several supernova remnants ([The et al. 1996],[Borkowski et al.
2001]). These electrons can generate VHE gamma rays through inverse Compton
scattering of ambient photons off of electrons. This process leads to a power-law
spectrum degenerate with the hadronic emission, and thus a key difficulty in the
discrimination of hadronic from leptonic signal in TeV emission.
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1.5.4 Observational Prospects
The viability of supernova remnants as TeV emitters is well established- but
to what extent is this flux observable?
In the case of hadronic emission the brightness of a TeV source can be
predicted from a few parameters. The gamma-ray luminosity due to π0 decay can
be estimated as (Drury et al. 1994)
Lγ =
∫
qγ n ECR d
3r ≈ qγ MSNR ECR = qγΘ ESN (1.9)






where Q is the production rate per unit volume of gamma rays. From [Aharonian
et al. 1994], The flux at Earth can then be expressed as






where fα is a number ∼ 1 which depends on the gamma-ray spectral index α, and













where n is the density of the ambient medium. The author has collected the best
estimates from the literature for these physical values in Table 1.1 and the values
for A used in this work are given in Table 6.1. Where no values are available, the
values used are n = 0.1 and ESN = 1.
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1.6 VERITAS Targeted Remnants
1.6.1 Crab Nebula
The Crab Nebula (M1, G184.6-5.8) is the remnant of the historical SN 1054
recorded by Chinese astrologers and rediscovered as an optical remnant by English
astronomer John Bevis. The Crab is the archetypical PWN, with little or no con-
tribution from a classical supernova shock. For a recent review, see Hester (2008).
The Crab’s morphology is highly varied at different wavelengths. Optical
and radio images show diffuse filaments of emission which vary on short time scales
(Bietenholz et al. 2004), while deep X-ray observations reveal emission from a torus
of high-energy particles ringing the central pulsar and jets extending along the axis
of this torus (Weisskopf et al. 2000).
The detection of the Crab Nebula was the first unequivocal detection of a
TeV gamma-ray source (Weekes et al. 1989). As such, it has become the standard
candle for TeV telescopes. VERITAS finds a differential spectrum which obeys a









with fo = (3.63 ± 0.15stat) × 10−11 and Γ = 2.54 ± 0.05stat. Other TeV telescopes
report comparable values ([Aharonian et al. 2006], [Otte et al. 2008]).
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Figure 1.3 Composite multiwavelength image of the Crab Nebula. Colors
indicate waveband; Red = Radio, Green=optical and Blue=X-ray. Note that the
pulsar-dominated center is seen primarily in X-ray synchrotron radiation, while
the outer, free expanding material is seen in radio. The image is 6’ across. Image
Credits: X-ray: NASA/CXC/ASU/J. Hester et al.; Optical: NASA/HST/ASU/J.
Hester et al.; Radio: NRAO/AUI/NSF .
Figure 1.4 This is the broadband spectrum of the Crab Nebula, along with the




Cassiopeia A (Cas A) is a well-studied middle-aged remnant of a Type IIb
SN (Krause et al. 2008a). Discovered as the brightest radio source in the sky,
optical studies have since constrained its age to ∼350 years, making it the second-
youngest known SNR ([Thorstensen et al. 2001], [Green et al. 2008]). Dynamically,
the remnant shows a strong forward and reverse shock propagating through ejecta
in free expansion. A central compact object is seen in X-ray, though no evidence
for a radio pulsar is found.
Evidence for a possible non-thermal electron population was seen by OSSE
in the form of a hard X-ray emission tail (The et al. 1996). Chandra observations
later localized X-ray synchrotron emission in filaments in the forward shock, thus
strongly supporting the presence of TeV electrons interacting with Cas A’s magnetic
fields (Berezhko and Völk 2004).
TeV emission was first detected in Cas A by the HEGRA array (Aharonian
et al. 2001a), and has since been seen by multiple major Čerenkov experiments (e.g.,
[Aharonian et al. 2001a], [Albert et al. 2007a], [Ergin and VERITAS Collaboration
2008]). The current VERITAS results for Cas A yield a power law spectrum with
Γ = 2.61 ± 0.24stat (Acciari et al. 2009), in reasonable agreement with both HESS
and MAGIC. Atmospheric Čerenkov detectors cannot yet resolve this remnant (d
∼ 4’), so determining the origin within the remnant of the TeV photons is not yet
possible. While the known TeV electrons are the presumed source of these photons,
Cassiopeia’s high radio brightness implies a large magnetic field (Bave ∼ 0.5 mG,
[Vink and Laming 2003]), leading to a lower relativistic electron population for a
given measured radio brightness. This then limits the TeV contribution from inverse
Compton scattering, implying at least a partially hadronic origin for the measured
TeV flux.
1.6.3 Tycho’s SNR
SN 1572 was observed by the astronomer Tycho Brahe as a “stella nova.”
The remnant of this Type 1a supernova, G120.1+1.4, is thus better known as Tycho’s
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Figure 1.5 This is an image of Cassiopeia A as seen in X-rays by the Chandra
X-ray Observatory. Color indicates energy; Red: 0.5-1.5 keV; Green: 1.5-2.5; Blue
4.0-6.0. The outer and reverse shock are clearly visible, as are the filaments of
line-dominated emission. Faintly visible is the jet extended beyond the outer shock
in the northeast. (Image Credit: NASA/CXC/MIT/UMass Amherst/M.D.Stage et
al.)
SNR, or simply Tycho. The expansion of the supernova ejecta into a relatively clean
volume of space has left a classical spherical shell remnant of radius 4’. Since Type
Ia supernova leave no compact object, there is no expectation of a pulsar or wind
nebula, and none is seen.
Tycho is another well studied remnant at nearly every wavelength. Recent
spectral observations of SN 1572’s light-echo have confirmed it as a Type 1a super-
nova (Krause et al. 2008b). Radio observations reveal a clumpy, circular remnant
with a well-defined brightened outer shell (Dickel et al. 1991). X-ray observations
of Tycho seem to be consistent with thermal bremsstrahlung emission with a harder
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X-ray tail (Fink et al. 1994; Petre et al. 1999). This tail is taken as an indication of
a non-thermal electron population up to ∼100 TeV. Given a sufficient seed photon
population, this could be a source for inverse Compton-scattered gamma rays. Fur-
ther, the morphology of X-ray emission and the thinness of the outer shock appear
inconsistent with a purely adiabatic expansion and can be explained by energy lost
to cosmic ray acceleration (Warren et al. 2005).
Tycho was observed extensively by the previous generation of Atmospheric
Čerenkov Telescopes. HEGRA’s observations of ∼ 65 hours during 1997 and 1998
yielded no detection and a 3 σ upper limit of 5.78×10−13 photons cm−2 s−1, or 3.3%
Crab, above 1 TeV [Aharonian et al. 2001b].
1.6.4 W44
W44 (G34.7-0.4) is a well-studied middle-aged remnant. The remnant has
an associated pulsar, PSR B1853+01, with a small pulsar wind nebula ( 0.5’) visible
in radio and X-ray synchrotron photons. The pulsar is located roughly at the center
of the remnant and has no apparent effect on the remnant’s dynamics. Pulsar timing
observations give an apparent age of 20 kyr for the pulsar, which concurs with W44’s
apparent late Taylor-Sedov phase.
Radio observations show a relatively smooth emission gradient over the full
extent of the remnant, only showing an enhanced shell in the northeast. The rem-
nant’s overall shape is roughly elliptical, with angular dimensions of ∼ 25’ × 35’
in the radio. This shape, in conjunction with the enhanced shell in the NE, may
indicate interaction with some enhanced density in the NE as the remnant expands
(Giacani et al. 1997).
W44 shows an unusual central brightening in X-rays beyond what is ex-
pected for a thermal composite supernova remnant. Chandra observations seem to
favor both enhanced entropy-mixing via thermal conduction or bulk motion in the
remnant interior and a centrally-enhanced metallicity as explanations for the central
brightening.
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Figure 1.6 This is a multiwavelength image of Tycho’s SNR in infrared, optical
and X-ray. The non-thermal X-ray emission from high energy electrons in the
outer blast wave is visible as a sharp blue edge to the remnant. (Image Credit:
X-ray: NASA/CXC/SAO, Infrared: NASA/JPL-Caltech; Optical: MPIA, Calar
Alto, O.Krause et al.)
The southern extent of W44 lies within the 95% confidence region of the
EGRET detected source 3EG J1856+0114 (Esposito et al. 1996). If this association
is valid, there must be a sharp cutoff in the gamma-ray spectrum between the hard
spectrum (Γ = 1.93 ± 0.10) seen by EGRET at MeV energies (Hartman et al. 1999)
and the existing upper limits in the TeV regime. CANGAROO observations in
the TeV find no emission and indicate an upper limit of F (E > 1.36 TeV) < 3.6
×10−12γ cm−2s−1 [Yukawa 2008].
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1.6.5 CTB 109 (G109.1-1.0)
CTB 109 has a semicircular morphology, with a clear incomplete shell in
radio and X-ray in the west, starkly contrasted with a lack of any extended emission
in the east. Despite the presence of a giant molecular cloud (GMC) complex it is
not believed that the remnant’s apparent shape is due to obscuration in the west as
absorption would be negligible in the radio. Thus it is more likely that the western
shock has simply been stopped by the GMC complex on that side [Tatematsu et al.
1987].
Several features stand out in X-rays in CTB109. The associated anomalous
X-ray pulsar 1ES 2259+586 is the brightest feature and has had outbursts similar to
those of soft gamma-ray repeaters. In the east is the incomplete X-ray shell, interior
to which is the Lobe, a bright diffuse X-ray region with no apparent association to
the pulsar (Sasaki et al. 2004). Emission from the Lobe appears to be thermal and
shows little spectral variation from the surrounding regions. This seems to indicate
shock interaction with an interstellar cloud, rather than a high-density molecular
region (Sasaki et al. 2006). It also rules out earlier suggestions that the Lobe is the
result of material excited by a pulsar jet.
CTB 109’s close proximity to, and apparent interactions with, a GMC com-
plex give it an enhanced target density for any hadronic-cosmic rays produced in
the shocks. The lack of a detected synchrotron signal indicating a population of
relativistic electrons make it less attractive as a source of leptonic TeV emission;
however, this might make the source an ideal candidate for unambiguous hadronic
cosmic-ray production.
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Figure 1.7 This is an radio image of W44 from VLA observations at 327 MHz.
The image brightens at the eastern boundary, likely due to molecular cloud
interaction. The black cross indicates the pulsar location. (Image Credit:
Castelletti et al. (2007) )
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Fig. 1.—Intensity map (0.3–4.0 keV) of CTB 109 in false color. It has been created as a mosaic of smoothed images from the XMM-Newton EPIC data in full frame
and extended full frame mode. In the fainter parts (blue to light blue), some linelike features caused by the CCD gaps are visible. The very bright point source is the
pulsar 1E 2259+586, and the diffuse emission at R:A: ! 23h02m, decl: ! "58#550 (J2000.0) with an extent of $70 is the Lobe. The lowest count rates are $5 ;
10%5 counts s%1 around the SNR, and the count rate in the brightest part of the Lobe (dark red ) is 7:4 ; 10%4 counts s%1, using a linear intensity scale. There is no
morphological connection between the Lobe and the pulsar evident in this image.Figure 1.8 Intensity Map of CTB109 in the X-ray (0.3-0.4 keV). Clearly visible is
the remnant’s semi-circular extension around the bright X-ray pulsar. The Lobe is
the diffuse bright patch at R.A. = 23:02, decl. = +58◦55’. Image taken from
[Sasaki et al. 2004].
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1.7 Cygnus Region Remnants
The Cygnus region was selected as the target of the VERITAS Sky Survey
Key Science Project for the first two years of operation. The region and survey are
discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.
Green’s catalog lists 8 remnants within the first half of the Survey region
which have been studied to varying degrees. In many cases, observations of these
remnants are complicated by proximity to other extended sources including com-
plex molecular regions, Wolf-Rayet Stars and star-forming regions. We discuss the
remnants below, focusing on general physics and observable properties with possible
bearing on TeV emission. It is important to point out that most of the remnants
within the Cygnus region are not necessarily considered good prospects for TeV emis-
sion, with the possible exceptions of CTB 80, CTB 87 and γ Cygni. Large and/or
poorly constrained distances in the case of G67.7+1.8, G69.7+1.8 and G76.9+1.0
likely preclude any meaningful constraints on emission. Further, remnants such as
CTB 80 are more properly considered PWN, and any detected emission must be
interpreted within the context of particle acceleration by the central pulsar. The
analysis of all the Survey remnants here is primarily an attempt to fully exploit the
available data as a potential means of discovery.
1.7.1 G67.7+1.8
SNR G67.7+1.8 was discovered with number of other SNR as a part of
the 327 MHz Galactic Plane Survey (Reich et al. 1988). Despite being only re-
cently discovered, G67.7+1.8 has been observed in a number of wavelengths. Op-
tical observations imply an explosion energy below the canonical value of 1051 ergs
(Mavromatakis et al. 2001). In radio, the source shows a bilateral distribution,
while in X-rays the remnant shows as centrally filled. Distance estimates are poorly
constrained (∼7-27 kpc), though optical observations make a distance over 17 kpc
unlikely due to extinction values. There are no published TeV observations for this
source.
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C. Y. Hui and W. Becker: X-ray observations of G67.7+1.8 5
Fig. 3. 15!15 arcmin field of G67.7+1.8 as observed by Chandra ACIS-I in 0.5"8 keV. The radio contours at the levels of 0.6"6
mJy/beam are from the NVSS data. The blue circles indicate the locations of four point sources near the center of G67.7+1.8.
The inset displays the raw image of 4 ! 4 arcmin of the remnant center with the X-ray sources labeled accordingly.
individually to see whether the goodness-of-fit can be im-
proved and/or the abundance significantly deviates from the so-
lar value. However, this single component model cannot depict
the data beyond 3 keV (with !2=45.32 for 33 D.O.F.) and re-
quires an unreasonably overabundance of iron and calcium (i.e.
hundred times of the solar values).
We proceeded to examinewhether the excess in the residual
can be modeled by a second thermal component. Adding an-
other CIE component with the solar abundances, we found no
improvement in the goodness-of-fit (!2=47.71 for 31 D.O.F).
After examining the residual carefully, we found that com-
bining a CIE model with two additional Gaussian components
can model the observed spectrum. The composite model can
describe the data within 0.5"8 keV very well: !2=25.41 for 29
D.O.F. (cf. the lower panel of Figure 5). All the best-fit param-
eters are tabulated in Table 2.
The best-fit model yields a hydrogen column density of
nH = (4.1 ± 0.9) ! 1021 cm"2. Based on the H"/H# line
ratio, Mavromatakis et al. (2001) inferred an optical extinc-
tion of # 2. This value implies a hydrogen column density
of # 4 ! 1021 cm"2 towards G67.7+1.8 (Predehl & Schmitt
1995), which is in good agreement with our best-fit value. For
comparison, the total galactic neutral hydrogen column den-
sity towards G67.7+1.8 is # 1022 cm"2 (Kalberla et al. 2005;
Dickey & Lockman 1990). The plasma temperature is found to
be T = 6.6+0.5"0.7 ! 106 K. For the metal abundance, our analy-
sis suggests that magnesium, silicon and sulphur are overabun-
dant with respect to the solar values (Mg:2.6+0.9"0.7, Si:2.8
+1.5
"1.2,
S:13.6+8.7"6.9). The best-fit parameters imply the unabsorbed flux
to be fx = 6.7 ! 10"13 ergs cm"2 s"1 in 0.5 " 8 keV.
For the two additional Gaussian line features, the centroids
of the line energy were found to locate at E1 = 4.0 ± 0.2 keV
and E2 = 7.3
+3.2
"0.5 keV. The FWHMs of the line profiles are$1 =
0.3+0.2"0.1 keV and $2 = 0.9
+2.0
"0.3 keV respectively. The best-fit line
fluxes of the features are fline1 = 3.3
+1.4
"1.3!10"6 photons cm"2 s"1
and fline2 = 2.9
+12.7
"1.4 ! 10"5 photons cm"2 s"1 respectively. The
possible physical nature and the significance of the emission
line features are discussed in §3.
Figure 1.9 Radio map of G 67.7+1.8 overlaid onto Chanda X-ray data (0.5-0.8
keV). The bilat ral distribution of radio emission is clearl not correlated to the
centrally p aked X-ray emissi n. Poin sources near the remnan cente are circled
in blue. Image t ken from Hui and Becker (2008)
1.7.2 G68.6-1.2
G86.6-1.2 was discovered by Loiseau et al. (1988) and identified as a SNR
by its linearly polarized emission at 2695 MHz. A diffuse, circular appearance in
radio seems to imply a shell-type SNR; however there is no firm identification of
the remnant type to date and no pulsar has been detected ([Lorimer et al. 1998],
[Kothes et al. 2006]). There are no published TeV observations for this source.
1.7.3 CTB80/G69.0+2.7
CTB 109 is an interesting case of a mixed morphology SNR, having both
an extended diffuse component and a central nebula with an embedded known pul-
sar. In radio, the SNR appears as an irregular diffuse structure with a spectrally
flat plerion in the southwest at most wavelengths (Angerhofer et al. 1981), while
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HI emission reveals a more regular shell of emission (Koo et al. 1990) . It has
been suggested that the pulsar’s proper motion has caught up to the decelerating
(roughly circular) shock in the southwest, causing one of the unusual extensions
which characterize the radio emission.
MAGIC has taken observations of CTB 80 and PSR B1951+32, searching for
both continuous and pulsed emission. Despite strong predictions of TeV emission
due to PWN/envelope interaction (Bednarek and Bartosik 2003), no detection is
made and an upper limit of 1.5× 10−11γ cm−2 s−1 is placed on the steady emission
(Albert et al. 2007b).
on board Röntgensatellit (ROSAT ). They found a bright compact
core of!10 radius surrounding the pulsar and a diffuse nebula ex-
tending !50 eastward of the pulsar, and the spectra of these two
features are both nonthermal. These observational properties are
quite consistent with those of a PWN. However, due to the lim-
ited spatial and spectral resolution of the previous X-ray tele-
scopes, the detailed morphological and spectral structures of the
X-ray emission remain not well resolved.
The superb spatial resolution and moderately good spectral
resolution of the Chandra X-Ray Observatory permit a detailed
morphological study and spatially resolved X-ray spectroscopy
of PSR B1951+32 and its PWN. Chandra can isolate the pulsar
from the surrounding nebula, and we can then study the spec-
trum of the pulsar proper, which has not yet been done. The
lifetime of the synchrotron X-ray–emitting particles is short, and
therefore the spectral variation across the nebula presents impor-
tant clues to the particle acceleration and the energy-losing pro-
cesses. Recently, Moon et al. (2004) studied the high-resolution
X-ray (with Chandra), H! (with the Hubble Space Telescope
[HST ]), and IR (with the 5 m Palomar Hale telescope) structures
of the region around PSR B1951+32 and identified a cometary
PWN that appears to be confined by a bow shock produced by
the high-velocity motion of the pulsar. In this paper, we give
more detailed analyses of the Chandra data. We introduce the
data reduction in x 2, present our analyses and results in x 3, dis-
cuss the structure of the PWN in x 4, and conclude our work in x 5.
Throughout the paper, the errors are at the 90% significance level.
2. OBSERVATION AND DATA REDUCTION
Chandra observed the PWN of PSR B1951+32 with the Ad-
vanced CCD Imaging Spectrometer (ACIS) on 2001 July 19
with an exposure time of 74 ks. The target was positioned at the
aim point on the back-illuminated ACIS-S3 in VFAINT mode
and at a working temperature of "120# C. ACIS is sensitive to
X-rays in 0.2–10 keV with an energy resolution of!E/E ! 0:1
at 1 keV, and the FWHM of the point-spread function (PSF) is
0B5. The frame readout time for this observation is 0.74 s, since
only a small portion of the CCD chip was illuminated.
We calibrated the data using CIAO (ver. 3.1) and CALDB
(ver. 2.27). We reprocessed the Level 1 data for correction of the
charge transfer inefficiency (CTI) effects, cleaned the background,
and removed the afterglow. Time intervals with anomalous back-
ground rates associated with particle flare events were further
rejected for the Level 2 data, and the final net exposure time was
71 ks. The spectra were fitted with XSPEC.
3. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
3.1. Spatial Structure
Figure 1 shows anACIS image of the PWNof PSRB1951+32.
This image reveals several major components of the PWN: a
point source at R.A. (J2000) $ 19h52m58:s20, decl. (J2000) $
32#52040B7; a bright elongation northeast of the point source; a
3000 diameter plateau with absence in its northwest section; and
more diffuse emission in between and beyond these features. The
position of the point source was obtained by the celldetect
tool in CIAO and has an uncertainty !0B2, which is quite con-
sistent with the radio position of PSR B1951+32 (Migliazzo
et al. 2002). The X-ray point source thus represents the X-ray
emission from this pulsar. The X-ray plateau is just within the
radio and optical shells (Hester & Kulkarni 1989) and therefore
corresponds to the main body of the PWN. The overall structure
of the X-ray nebula is similar to the radio structure, as shown in
Figure 2, except that the radio nebula is limb brightened and that
the bright X-ray elongation in the northeast is absent in the radio
map (Strom 1987; Migliazzo et al. 2002).
In order to show the diffuse X-ray emission near the pulsar
more clearly, we plot in Figure 3 the X-ray count (per 0B492 ;
0B492 pixel) profile (solid line) along the pulsar proper motion.
In this profile the contribution from the pulsar has been removed
by subtracting the convolution of a delta function with the tele-
scope PSF. The PSF is energy weighted and was simulated with
ChaRT.3 The dashed line in Figure 3 represents the 1.5 GHz ra-
dio profile from Migliazzo et al. (2002). It is clear that there is
high brightness diffuse emission within !200 radii from the pul-
sar. There is also significant X-ray emission in the radio bow
shock region, although the overall trend of the diffuse emission is
declining.
3.2. Spectra
According to our analyses of the morphology of the nebula,
we divided it into a few regions (see Fig. 4), from which we
Fig. 1.—Chandra ACIS image of the PWN of PSR B1951+32, adaptively
smoothed with a Gaussian filter to achieve a signal-to-noise ratio%12. The plus
sign indicates the position of PSR B1951+32, and the arrow indicates the di-
rection of the pulsar proper motion. The gray scale increases logarithmically
from 3.3 to 124 counts per square arcsecond after smoothing.
Fig. 2.—The 0.3–8.0 keV X-ray contours ( levels: 12, 29, 41, 62, 83, 124,
206, 413, 826, 1652, and 3304 counts per square arcsecond after smoothing)
of the PWN of PSR B1951+32 superposed on the 20 cm radio image from
Migliazzo et al. (2002). The arrow indicates the direction of pulsar proper motion.
3 See http://cxc.harvard.edu /chart /threads/index.html.
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Figure 1.10 This is a 20 cm line radio map of CTB80, overlaid with contours of
the X-ray emission seen with the Chandra X-ray Telescope (0.3-8.0 keV). The
arrow indicates the pulsar’s proper motion. The PWN is clearly visible embedded




G86.6-1.2 was discovered as part of the 2.7 GHz Survey as a poorly resolved
source ∼ 0.25 degrees in diameter (Reich et al. 1988). ROSAT found X-ray emission
in the vicinity, but deeper X-ray observations revealed a large extension in the X-ray
not likely to be associated with the remnant (Yoshita et al. 2000). No pulsar has
been detected within the remnant (Lorimer et al. 1998), and no TeV searches have
been reported.
1.7.5 G73.9+0.9
In the radio, this remnant appears as a diffuse shell with a centrally peaked
shell to the east, possibly indicating a PWN (Kothes et al. 2006). The remnant is
characterized in the optical by diffuse emission. An approximate distance of ∼ 0.5 -
2.0 kpc is given by kinematic studies (citation), and an upper limit of ∼ 1.5×10−3cts
s−1 is set on X-ray emission by the ROSAT All-Sky Survey (Mavromatakis 2003).
The remnant is only tentatively identified as a shell. No TeV searches have been
reported.
1.7.6 CTB87/G74.9+1.2
CTB 87 is a centrally filled remnant considered to be a PWN, though no
central point source or associated pulsar is detected (Kothes et al. 2006). It has a
spectral index of ∼ 2 in the X-ray, consistent with other Crab-like plerions (Asaoka
and Koyama 1990). While a nearby giant molecular cloud is seen in CO emission,
there is no indication of shock-cloud interaction (Cho et al. 1994). Only limited
X-ray data exists on this source, and no TeV observations have been reported.
1.7.7 G76.9+1.0
The structure of G76.9+1.0 appears to vary at different radio frequencies,
with a diffuse disk showing at 1.49 GHz, and a two-lobe structure appearing at 4.86
GHz. G76.9+1.0 may be a young shell SNR, or it may in fact be a pure PWN
[Landecker et al. 1993]. The source has not been observed at higher energies.
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1.7.8 γ Cygni SNR/G78.2+2.1
The supernova G78.2+2.1 (referred to as the γ Cygni because of its line of
sight proximity to the eponymous, unrelated star) is perhaps the best studied of the
Cygnus region SNR. The remnant appears as a rough circle in X-rays and gamma
rays, with two pronounced arcs.
The brightest GeV gamma-ray source, 3EG J2020+4017, lies within the γ
Cygni remnant (Esposito et al. 1996). Gamma-ray emission is not seen over the full
extent of the remnant, so 3EG J2020+4017 is assumed to be an associated pulsar.
The soft gamma-ray source has a flux of 1.24±6.7×10−6 γ cm−3 s−1 and a spectral
index of −2.08 ± 0.04, with a break at ≥ 4 GeV (Hartman et al. 1999). HEGRA
observations put an upper limit of 12% Crab flux above 600 GeV (Aharonian et al.
2002). More recently, both the Fermi LAT instrument and the ground-based Milagro









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































THE IMAGING ATMOSPHERIC ČERENKOV TECHNIQUE AND
VERITAS
2.1 A Brief History of VHE Astronomy
The earliest astronomical measurements in gamma ray were taken by in-
struments borne above the atmosphere by balloon (e.g., [Hulsizer and Rossi 1948],
[Schein et al. 1941]. These observations, and the subsequent satellite observatories,
followed an evolution parallel to that of X-ray astronomy, though with several addi-
tional difficulties. Above a few MeV, reflection of photons, even at small incidence
angles, becomes effectively impossible. Thus, a gamma-ray telescope has only the
effective collection area of its detector- a severe limitation compared to the enor-
mous collection area available to ground-based optical telescopes. This difficulty
is made even more pronounced by the physical limits on detectors imposed by the
necessity of hoisting the detector above the atmosphere; space and mass are at a
premium onboard both satellites and balloons. For this reason, the development
of very high energy (VHE) gamma-ray astronomy took place on the ground, and
has had more in common with the field of cosmic ray astronomy than with lower
energy gamma ray and X-ray astronomy. The possibility of studying VHE gamma
rays from cosmic sources from the ground was first proposed by Cocconi (1960).
Earlier experimentation by Galbraith and Jelley (1953) had shown the feasibility of
detecting the flashes of Čerenkov light from cosmic rays.
The earliest major Čerenkov telescope installation was deployed by a group
of Soviet scientists from the Lebedev Institute in the Crimea from 1960-1964. Ob-
servations were carried out on a number of sources as suggested by Cocconi (1960),
though no sources were detected. The Crimean experiment consisted of an array of
12 small-scale light collectors, each outfitted with a single PMT. This experiment,
like earlier methods, searched for directional anisotropies in the arrival directions of
air showers- the key difficulty being that there was no real way to discern between
cosmic-ray and gamma-ray induced showers.
The first unambiguous detection of a TeV source via Čerenkov air showers
was of the Crab Nebula in 1989 (Weekes et al. 1989). This detection was made by
the Whipple Observatory’s 10 m telescope. The Whipple 10 m was built in 1968 on
Mount Hopkins in southern Arizona as the first large optical reflector dedicated to
gamma-ray astronomy. A later upgrade added a camera consisting of 37 photomul-
tiplier tube (PMT) pixels, which allowed for the discrimination between different
types of air showers by the images produced. This technique, first proposed by
Turver and Weekes (1978) and now standard for ground-based VHE telescopes, is
referred to as the Imaging Atmospheric Čerenkov Technique (IACT). Other “sec-
ond generation” atmospheric Čerenkov telescopes employing this technique include
the very successful HEGRA ACT (Aharonian et al. 1993) which first detected the
supernova remnant Cassiopeia A (Aharonian et al. 2001a), and the CANGAROO-I
and -II systems [Kawachi et al. 2001].
The current generation of ground-based VHE telescopes is dominated by
arrays of IACT telescopes, similar to VERITAS as presented in 2.6. The individual
arrays are discussed in 2.5.1
2.2 Čerenkov Radiation
Čerenkov radiation occurs when a charged particle exceeds the speed of light
in a dielectric medium- that is:




where n is the refractive index of the medium. The phenomenon was first discovered
as the emission of blue light by water when gamma radiation passed through it
(C̆herenkov 1937). Any given charged particle moving through a dielectric medium
will undergo Coulomb interactions with nearby molecules, locally polarizing the
medium. This polarization will switch on and off as the particle passes, causing
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Figure 2.1 Photo from the inauguration of the Whipple 10 m on October 23,
1968 from the Smithsonian Institute Archive. The people in the foreground are,
left to right, Tucson mayor James Corbitt, Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
Director Dr. Fred Whipple and Rep. Morris K. Udall.
the molecules to radiate. In the case of a slow (v  c) particle, this interaction is
symmetric around and along the particle’s trajectory, and thus no radiation escapes.
In the case of a relativistic particle, however, the particle’s electric field is
distorted by its velocity. While radial symmetry is maintained a dipole is generated
along the axis of the particle’s trajectory, leading to detectable radiation emission.







which is only valid for β > 1/n , as stated before. The maximum angle will occur







For the Earth’s atmosphere at an altitude of 10 km, n ≈ 1.000 096, and the critical
angle becomes θ ∼ 0.8 deg. More importantly, we can determine the minimum







For an electron at sea level, Emin ∼ 21 MeV and θ ∼ 1.3◦.











The λ−3 dependence indicates that the primary contribution is at shorter wave-
lengths. Since n falls below 1 at higher frequencies, the Čerenkov conditions are
no longer met and emission peaks in the near UV. This also explains the bluish
appearance of Čerenkov light to the human eye.
2.3 Production of Čerenkov Light in Air Showers
In extensive air showers, Čerenkov light is a result of a cascade of relativistic
particles moving through the Earth’s atmosphere. These particles may be cosmic
rays themselves, or, more likely, the results of interactions between atmospheric
particles and cosmic rays or VHE gamma rays (Weekes 2003). Since Čerenkov light
is highly beamed in the forward direction, the trajectory and thus the origin of the
original particle can be determined from the detected Čerenkov light. In the case of
IACT telescopes, the shape of the 2-d projection of the air shower onto the detector
plane can be used to determine the particle’s type and direction.
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The ultimate goal of the VHE astronomer is to use the detectable properties
of the air shower to study the nature of the progenitor particle and, through it, the
particle’s source. It is necessary to look at the nature of the showers produced by
different progenitors. This is typically done by extracting mean parameters from
large numbers of Monte-Carlo simulated air showers (e.g., [Hillas 1995]), but what
follows is a more general discussion.
2.3.1 Gamma rays
Of the various types of Čerenkov air showers, gamma rays are physically
the simplest. The initial interaction event in the atmosphere is electron-positron
production. The resulting high energy pair travel through the atmosphere and
produce further high-energy gamma rays via bremsstrahlung as they brake against
the local medium. If these photons are of high enough energies, they will also pair-
produce. This process continues until the bremsstrahlung photons are no longer
sufficiently energetic to pair-produce. The resulting cascade of high-energy electrons
and positrons gives rise to a characteristic pulse of Čerenkov light. An example of
the simulated development of a gamma-ray shower is shown in Figure 2.2.
2.3.2 Hadronic Cosmics Rays
The cosmic-ray flux incident on Earth is predominantly protons, with a
significant contribution from He nuclei. A lesser fraction is from higher mass nuclei,
which have been detected up to iron. A typical proton’s first interaction upon
entering the atmosphere is with another proton, producing a neutral and charged
pion as well as some other particles
pCR + patm → π◦ + π± +N (2.6)
where N is some combination of nucleonic debris. The subsequent decay of the neu-
tral pion produces a gamma-ray pair. This pair creates an electromagnetic shower
as described in 2.3.1. The EM component is the primary source of Čerenkov light
on the ground in the CR induced shower. The charged pions will decay into muons
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Figure 2.2 This is a particle track image of a CORSIKA simulated air shower
from a gamma-ray primary of energy 1 TeV. The columnar projection (left) shows
the shower’s propagation through the atmosphere, while the shower’s particle
“pool” can be seen from the perspective of the ground (right). The track colors
indicate different daughter particles; red = electron, positron or photon, green =
muon, blue = hadron. Taken from http://www-ik.fzk.de/corsika/
and neutrinos. Some fraction of the muons will reach ground level due to Lorentz
contraction before decaying.
2.4 Detection of Čerenkov Air Showers
For the bulk of the shower, we assume β ∼ 1. This will not hold at the
shower edges and during the shower’s decline, but is a reasonable assumption since
the shower particles have all been generated from either a primary or secondary with
E  mc2. It is established in 2.2 that the individual particles will emit their light
within a cone of opening angle ∼ 0.8 deg at an altitude of ∼ 10km. At these energies,
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Figure 2.3 This is a particle track image of a CORSIKA simulated air shower
from an 56Fe primary of energy 1 TeV. The columnar projection (left) shows the
shower’s propagation through the atmosphere, while the shower’s particle “pool”
can be seen from the perspective of the ground (right). The track colors indicate
different daughter particles; red = electron, positron or photon, green = muon,
blue = hadron. Taken from http://www-ik.fzk.de/corsika/
the particles are beamed even more tightly than this, so the shower itself will radiate
at approximately this opening angle. The bulk of the light will be emitted near the
shower maximum hmax. For a typical value of hmax = 10 km, our light pool at
ground level has a radius of ∼ 140 m. From Equation 2.5, the number of photons
emitted over path length l is









Figure 2.4 This is a particle track image of a CORSIKA simulated air shower
from a muon of primary of energy 1 PeV. The columnar projection (left) shows the
shower’s propagation through the atmosphere, while the shower’s particle “pool”
can be seen from the perspective of the ground (right). The track colors indicate
different daughter particles; red = electron, positron or photon, green = muon,
blue = hadron. Taken from http://www-ik.fzk.de/corsika/
where α ∼ 1/137 is the fine structure constant. For a typical radiation length of l =
930m have N ∼ 2.8× 104 photons for 200 nm < λ < 600 nm. For ∼ 1000 particles
in a shower, the light pool photon density is ∼ 500 γ m−2. This is a fairly crude
approximation and omits absorptive and scattering processes which will further
attenuate the photon signal. More rigorous predictions of air shower propagation
and resulting photon densities are carried out via Monte Carlo simulations (see
Table 2.1 for some representative values).
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Eγ hmax (km) Nmax Nsl Nmt ρsl ( γ m−2) ρmt(γm−2)
10 GeV 12.8 16 4× 10−4 0.02 0.27 0.36
100 GeV 10.3 130 0.04 1.4 4.6 7.6
1 TeV 8.4 1100 3 60 74 130
10 TeV 6.8 1× 104 130 1.7× 103 1.1× 104 1.7× 103
100 TeV 5.5 9.3× 104 4.5× 103 3.6× 104 1.6× 104 1.9× 104
1 PeV 4.4 8.6× 105 1.15× 105 5.7× 105 1.9× 105 1.9× 105
Table 2.1 A summary of representative values for gamma-ray induced showers for
a range of primary energies Eγ . N is the number of particles and ρ is the photon
density. Values are given for sea level and at mountain altitude ( ∼ 2 km ). Values
taken from Weekes (2003).
2.5 Čerenkov Telescopes
In a more conventional optical telescope, a signal consisting of a few hundred
photons would be swamped by the night sky background (NSB) of∼ 1012 photons m−2s−1sr−1.
Thus, detection of the Čerenkov flash associated with air showers only becomes pos-
sible given an extremely short integration time, on order of 10 ns. This narrow
integration window, when well matched to the duration of the shower, can suffi-
ciently reduce the signal-to-noise ratio to allow for detection of this flash.
For an integration time over the full length of the flash, the total signal





where A is the mirror collection area, ηq is the quantum efficiency of the detector
elements and FC is the flux of Čerenkov photons detectable by the camera,
FC(λ) = kE(λ)T (λ) (2.9)
where E(λ) is the Čerenkov emission spectrum from the air shower, T(λ) is the
atmospheric transmission and k is a constant dependent on shower and instrument
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geometries and the shower particle density. The background noise generated by





where FB(λ) is the emission spectrum of the NSB, τ is the integration time and Ω
is the solid angle. Thus our signal-to-noise ratio is given by
S
N









The minimum detectable flash is inversely proportional to S/N, thus the threshold






Note that S/N is inversely related to integration time, and that the energy thresh-
old increases with τ0.5. Minimizing integration time is considered preferable, and
VERITAS’ method for doing so is discussed in 4.4
2.5.1 Imaging Atmospheric Detectors
PMT’s are typically selected for their fast response and near-UV sensitivity.
The major installations of the third generation of IACT are typified by arrays of
large-area reflectors with fast electronics capable of handling the enormous quan-
tity of data taken in by these telescopes with nanosecond resolution. These arrays
include HESS in the Khomas Highlands of Namibia ([Bernlöhr et al. 2003], [Cornils
et al. 2003]), MAGIC on the Canary Island of La Palma (Cortina et al. 2005),
CANGAROO-III in Woomera, Australia, and VERITAS at Mt. Hopkins, AZ (see
2.6 ).
2.5.2 Particle Detectors
Milagro is a water Čerenkov air-shower detector located near Los Alamos,








Figure 2.5 This is a schematic of an IACT array imaging and incident
gamma-ray induced air shower. The intersection of the major axes of the properly
rotated event images in each telescope are used to reconstruct the direction of the
gamma-ray primary.
tank of water in much the way ACT telescopes use the Earth’s atmosphere. A
primary plane of PMTs is placed 4 radiation lengths deep in the water tank to
detect Čerenkov light from relativistic particles entering the tank. Beneath this,
another layer of PMTs is placed 16 radiation lengths deep; these are used to identify
and select out cosmic rays which have a more penetrating component. The next
generation of this technique, HAWC (Sinnis 2005), is currently under construction
and consists of a 22000 m2 instrumented area at 4100m on Volcan Sierra Negra in
Mexico.
More conventional (but less successful) experiments at these energies have
relied on arrays of particle detector spread over large areas, largely geared toward the
detection of more penetrating ultra high energy gamma-ray showers. These include
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the large scale array of scintillation detectors at high altitude in Tibet (Amenomori
et al. 1992) and CASA-MIA at Dugway, Utah (Borione et al. 1993).
2.5.3 Solar Arrays
An interesting, if largely abandoned, idea was that of using large arrays of
optical heliostats designed for solar collection as Čerenkov light collectors. This
represents an extremely economic usage of existing facilities and the collection areas
are typically very large. The resultant low energy threshold (30 - 100 GeV) simplifies
the exclusion of hadronic showers (which are inefficient at producing Čerenkov light
at these energies). However, the challenges in employing such a dual-purposed
instrument are difficult to overcome. These arrays included STACEE at Sandia
Labs in Albuquerque, NM [Bhattacharya et al. 1997], Solar Two in Barstow, CA
(Zweerink 1999) and CELESTE in the Pyrenees in France [Smith et al. 1997].
2.6 VERITAS
The VERITAS array is located at the administrative center of the Fred
Lawrence Whipple Observatory near the base of Mount Hopkins in southern Ari-
zona. VERITAS is composed of 4 12-m IACT telescopes of the Davies-Cotton de-
sign. The following chapter describes the hardware comprising these telescopes, the
systems used in acquiring the data, and the performance of the VERITAS system.
2.6.1 Telescopes
The Davies-Cotton reflector was originally designed as a collector for a solar
furnace (Davies and Cotton 1957). The reflector consists of a series of small spherical
mirrors set onto a spherical surface. The spherical reflector cannot simply be treated
as a single huge spherical mirror, where the focal length is given by F = C/2, where
C is the radius of curvature of the dish. Instead, the telescope has the focal length
of the individual mirrors, that is














Figure 4.5: Definition of the alignment point for a focal plane camera located
a distance R from the reflector. Each facet is located on an imaginary sphere of
radius 2R. When each fact is aligned with the 2R point, the telescope is focused
onto the focal plane. The plate scale relates the amount of sky seen to the pixel
size.
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Figure 2.6 This is a schematic of the Davies-Cotton reflector with both the focal
point (R) and the alignment point (2R) shown. Figure taken from Cogan (2006).
where c is the radius of curvature of the individual mirrors. The focal length F =
12m was chosen in part to achieve an f-number of f/1.0. The increased f/# (relative
to the Whipple 10m’s f/0.7) is intended to reduce aberration due to off-axis mirrors.
The key drawback of the Davies-Cotton design is that it anisochronous; that
is, the arrival time at the focal point of a planar wavefront is not the same for light
reflected from mirrors closer to the axis than for the light from the mirrors farther
out. In VERITAS, this delay is roughly 4ns. Since VERITAS does not currently
employ the shower evolution (which occurs over a roughly equivalent time scale) in
characterizing the images, the only drawback of this anisochronicity is a decreased
sensitivity to short pulses.
The 345 hexagonal mirrors are closely tessellated to cover the full dish, re-
sulting in a total reflector area of ∼ 110m2. Side to side, each mirror measures 61
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cm across and have a thickness of 11.5 mm. Each mirror is cleaned and coated lo-
cally to a thickness of ∼ 1350Å with evaporated aluminum. The coating is anodized
in place. The reflectivity exceeds the design specifications of ≥ 85% between 280
- 450 nm, and > 90% at 320 nm (Roache et al. 2008). The reflectivity is geared
to be highest in the UV, where most of the Čerenkov light is found. Reflectivity is
maintained by a rotating schedule of cleaning and recoating of the facets.
The Optical Support Structure (OSS) is a custom-built steel frame of D ∼
12m . Facets are mounted on a triangular mounting structure which isolates the
mirror from any flexing in the OSS and allows for independent mirror alignment via
adjustments of the 3 mirror mounting screws. For more details on alignment of the
mirrors, see Appendix B.
The OSS is supported and moved by an altitude-over-azimuth positioner.
The mount is capable of a slew speed of 1◦s−1 . Tracking software, custom designed
for the VERITAS telescope, tracks with errors < 0.01◦ (Holder et al. 2006).
2.6.2 Cameras
Each VERITAS camera is contained in an enclosure, hereafter the “focus
box”, held at the focal point by quadrapod arms extending from the OSS. The
focus box has a remote-controlled shutter to protect the camera face when not
observing. In addition to the photomultiplier tube (PMT) camera, each focus box
houses the signal pre-amplifiers, the current monitor boards, charge injection boards,
environmental sensors and focusing light cones.
PMTs are the most readily available detectors for the extremely fast, faint
Čerenkov flashes associated with air showers. Within a PMT, an incident photon
strikes the metal photocathode and an electron is released via the photoelectric
effect. This photoelectron is accelerated toward a series of of dynodes held at se-
quentially increasing potential. Each dynode is covered with an emissive material
which releases more electrons when struck by the primary photoelectron. The resul-
tant cascade of electrons eventually collect at the anode, which registers a current.
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Figure 2.7 This is an image of the newly relocated Telescope 1. The four
telescopes of VERITAS are essentially identical in construction.
The average number of electrons produced by a primary photoelectron at the fi-
nal dynode is the gain of the PMT, and depends on the number of dynodes and
the applied potential. The VERITAS cameras consists of an array of 499 Photonis
XP2970/02 10-stage PMTs. Each tube is 29 mm in diameter, has a QE of 0.25 at
320 nm and provide a gain factor of ∼ 2× 105 at V = 850 V.
Due to the width of the PMT bases, glass windows of the PMTs are not
perfectly tesselated, resulting in space between the PMTs to which light would be
lost. To compensate for this, a hexagonal grid of Winston light cones is placed over
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Figure 2.8 This is the VERITAS array layout as of the taking of data used in this
work. T1 has since been relocated to give the array a more symmetric layout.
the camera to channel light into the PMT. These light cones are aluminum with a
SiO2 coating to improve reflectivity above 350 nm.
At the base of each PMT, a low-noise preamplifier board is included to boost
the signal by a factor of 6.6. This minimizes the impact of any noise generated in the
45m of coaxial cable between each PMT and the FADCs (see 2.6.4), and to trigger
on the low signal produced by a few photoelectrons. The preamps are also fitted
with an output so that the anode current can be monitored by the current monitor
system. The current monitor prevents permanent damage to the PMTs caused by
exceedingly high anode current. To improve the PMT lifetimes, the current monitor
signals the observer and high voltage (HV) program when the current on a PMT
exceeds a preset kill limit. The HV program will then automatically switch off the
HV in order to stop the charge being deposited on the anode, thus extending its
lifetime. The typical example of this is when a bright star is in the field of view of
an observation, causing excessive current in a few pixels.
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The current monitor system also includes power and readout channels for
the humidity and temperature sensors within the focus box. Monitoring the temper-
ature is important, as PMT gain decreases with increase in temperature by roughly
1%/C◦. An exhaust fan is used to cool the focus box in the evenings before opera-
tions commence. Humidity monitoring is also important, as the resulting increase
in the conductivity of the air can allow for electrical discharge between the PMTs.
2.6.3 Triggers
Before any discrimination between shower types can occur, the overall Čerenkov
signal must be filtered from the ambient fluctuations in the NSB. This discrimina-
tion is done live during observations in order to maintain a data rate which the data
acquisition system can handle.
Triggering occurs on three separate levels, referred to as L1, L2 and L3. The
first two of these triggers occur at the individual telescopes and can discriminate
between extensive air showers and non-shower NSB fluctuations, while the third
takes place on an array level.
L1: Pixel Threshold Trigger
The PMT signal is split between a Flash Analog to Digital Converter (FADC)
and a Charge Fraction Discriminator (CFD). At the FADC, the signal is stored
short-term to await a “pass/fail” from the trigger system. The CFD will check the
signal against a set threshold; if the threshold is exceeded then the L1 is triggered.
To determine the correct trigger time, the PMT signal is again split, this time into
3 signals, before arriving at the CFD. The first signal is checked against the thresh-
old. The second signal is inverted and delayed, while the third is attenuated. The
second and third signal are fed into a Zero Crossing Discriminator (ZCD). The ZCD
determines the time at which the signals cancel, and this becomes the trigger time.
Minor fluctuations due to NSB introduce a jitter in the timing resolution
due to resultant offsets in the zero-crossing time. A small offset in the current
to the CFDs would reduce such a jitter, but would also raise the threshold for
detection. Instead, this jitter is compensated for with a Rate Feedback Loop (RFB
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Loop) (Kieda et al. 2003). The RFB loop adds a DC offset to the zero-point crossing
calculation proportional to the ZCD trigger rate. Effectively, as the PMT is exposed
to more random fluctuations, the CFD compensates by offsetting the signal to the
ZCD. This implementation results in a ∼ 10% reduction in the timing jitter.
L2: Pattern Selection Trigger
The second trigger level, L2, is the Pattern Selection Trigger (PST). Upon
triggering, the CFD passes the pixel signal to the PST. This level triggers on groups
of adjacent pixels triggered at the CFD within a certain time window. To facilitate
this, the camera is divided into 61 overlapping sections of 19 adjacent pixels by
means of a signal splitter (Bradbury 1999). Each patch is searched for a set number
of adjacent pixels (typically 3) firing within a set coincidence window (typically 6
ns). Having a narrow coincidence window eliminates a large number of false triggers,
and contributes to the reduction of the energy threshold. Typical L2 rates are on
order 1 kHz at each telescopes.
L3: Array Trigger
At the single telescope trigger level, no discrimination between shower types
occurs. While shape parameterization will allow for discrimination during analysis,
muon-induced showers with large impact parameters will appear gamma-like at the
single image level. The Level 3 array trigger eliminates these by requiring a trigger
on multiple telescopes in the array. Single muon events are highly localized and
will generally not trigger multiple telescopes. Since muons dominate the low energy
background of the Čerenkov light, a reduction in muon triggers lowers the energy
threshold of the array.
The VERITAS L3 is triggered when a set number of telescopes trigger within
a specified coincidence window which can be set from 10 - 250 ns. The array trigger
is capable of handling a data rate up to 1 kHz with a 10% deadtime (with a decision
time of 1 µs). Further, the array trigger system sets event numbers and masks, and
records rate, timing and diagnostic information. The array trigger is also capable
of running on a subset (or multiple subsets) of telescopes. This is regularly imple-
mented for a subset of the array (as in the case of one or more telescopes being
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down for maintenance), but the author is not aware of any instance of VERITAS
running in multiple subarrays simultaneously.
If the shower passes the L3 trigger criteria, a signal is sent to each telescope
and the shower data is read out from each FADC buffer.
Figure 2.9 This is a schematic of the VERITAS Trigger System. .
2.6.4 Data Acquisition
FADC
As mentioned before, the first stage of the VERITAS data acquisition is
carried out by the 50 custom FADC boards with 10 pixels per board. The FADC
boards are capable of measuring the voltage on a timescale of 2 ns. This temporal
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resolution is important in minimizing the integration window for each event to lower
the S/N. With such fine resolution, it is also possible that the timing information
could be used for an enhanced FADC trace, allowing for characterization of showers
by their temporal development, though no such characterization is currently em-
ployed. The profile of events as handled by the FADC is further discussed in 4.4,
and the L1 trigger handled by the FADC’s is discussed in 2.6.3.
event builder
Upon readout, the shower data is transferred to the event builder computer.
The event builder assembles the event information from the 4 VME crates, plus the
time stamp information from the auxiliary crate, into a telescope event file. The
event builder also carries out basic quality control on events by handling incomplete
events. This telescope event file is written to disk and then passed on to the next
stage.
harvester
The telescope event files are sent to the harvester computer. The harvester
assembles the telescope files into a single array file. This file is of the custom
VERITAS Bank Format (VBF), which serves as the starting point of the Offline
Analysis. The file is also compressed to ∼ a few GB per run, with one file per run.
This is significantly more manageable than the ∼ 1 TB which would result from a
comparable system with no trigger discrimination. It is worth noting that, at this
point, the separate telescope events are already matched, thus eliminating any need
to match them in the Offline Analysis.
database
At the same time as the events are being assembled, the database is contin-
uously recording the observation conditions and settings, such as the CFD settings,
L2 triggering patterns, high voltage levels, the look-back times (i.e., signal delays),
etc. The database also records any changes in settings by observers and acquisition
information for a given run including run types, source names or positions, selected
trigger types and diagnostic information such as weather, PMT currents telescope
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tracking and any comments logged by the observer. The database is later queried
for relevant details by the Offline Analysis (see 4.5).
2.6.5 Performance
T1 has been in operation since Fall of 2003, and VERITAS has taken data
as a full 4-telescope array since Spring of 2007. In this time, the performance and
sensitivity of the array has been extensively measured and monitored. Here we
present values for the sensitivity to gamma-ray events, energy and angular recon-
struction (Holder et al. 2008). Note that all values are dependent on both telescope
parameters and the applied analysis.
Angular Resolution
The angular resolution of VERITAS is dependent on both the absolute point-
ing of the telescopes in the array and the analysis procedure. The dependence on
analysis is largely due to the uncertainty in the reconstruction of the position of
the event on the sky. Telescope pointing calibration is done ∼ 1/month by imaging
bright stars of well-known position in the telescope’s Optical Pointing Monitor cam-
eras. The offset is measured and applied as a correction to the telescope positioning
at various values of altitude and azimuth. This compensates for minor inaccuracies
in the positioning system and flexing of the OSS during tracking. The resultant
pointing accuracy is ∼ 0.02 deg.
In offline analysis, the best angular resolution is obtained by requiring strict
cuts on the allowed gamma-ray events. Figure 2.11 gives the angular resolution
for a dataset requiring a 4 telescope trigger and a relatively large size cut of >75
photoelectrons. Over the full energy range, the averaged single event angular res-
olution is ∼ 0.1◦, where the resolution is defined as containing the event out to a
68% likelihood.
Sensitivity
VERITAS is currently the most sensitive of the major IACT arrays. For a
steady VHE source smaller than the angular resolution, VERITAS is able to detect
a flux of 1% of the Crab Nebula in 47 hours of observation and a flux of 5% of the
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Crab Nebula in only 2.5 hours. Note that this sensitivity depends strongly on the
source’s position on the 2.5◦ field of view, tending to fall below usable levels outside
2◦ or so. Figure 2.10 shows gives both the sensitivity of the array with time and
radially across the FoV.
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FIGURE 2. Left: The angular resolution as a function of energy, measured using simulated gamma-ray events. Right: The ! 2
distribution for the gamma-ray excess measured during observations of the Crab Nebula. The fit is a combination of two Gaussian
functions, as described in [7]
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FIGURE 3. Left: The time required for a 5" detection for different source strengths, assuming a Crab-like gamma-ray spectrum.
Right: The gamma-ray rate as a function of source position, measured using observations of Crab Nebula. The measurements are
normalized to the measured rate at an offset of 0.5!.
Figure 2.10 This i the ime needed f r a 5σ etection versus source r te (left)
and the normalized photon rate with respect to source position in the FoV (right).
Taken from Holder et al. (2008)
Energy Resolution
The energy of incident gamma rays is calculated based on the parameterized
values of the Čerenkov images using lookup tables filled from simulated gamma-ray
events, as discussed in 4.7.4. Spectral reconstruction, given a sufficient source flux,
is possible above 150 MeV with an energy resolution of ∆E/E ∼ 0.15
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FIGURE 2. Left: The angular resolution as a function of energy, measured using simulated gamma-ray events. Right: The ! 2
distribution for the gamma-ray excess measured during observations of the Crab Nebula. The fit is a combination of two Gaussian
functions, as described in [7]
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FIGURE 3. Left: The time required for a 5" detection for different source strengths, assuming a Crab-like gamma-ray spectrum.
Right: The gamma-ray rate as a function of source position, measured using observations of Crab Nebula. The measurements are
normalized to the measured rate at an offset of 0.5!.
Figure 2.11 This is the angular resolution for VERITAS at a given energy. Taken




CYGNUS REGION SKY SURVEY
The Cygnus Region is a complex region which spans the sky between 52◦ <
l < 82◦ along the Galactic plane. The region is populated with a number of molec-
ular clouds and is one of the richest known star forming regions within our Galaxy
(Dobashi et al. 1996), and spans much of the nearby Cygnus Arm of the Galaxy.
Three unresolved EGRET sources lie within the region (Casandjian and
Grenier 2008), as does the TeV source J2032+413 (Aharonian et al. 2005). Most
recently, Milagro observations of the region have revealed a TeV excess beyond that
expected based on either Galactic cosmic ray models or EGRET limits on the region
(Abdo 2007). This diffuse emission may be caused by the normal galactic cosmic ray
density interacting with the enhanced density of hydrogen in the region (Bi et al.
2009).
The Cygnus Sky Survey was a VERITAS Key Science Project for the first
2 years of 4-telescope operation. The Survey was intended to be completed in two
parts, Y1 covering the region 67◦ < l < 82◦, the second 52◦ < l < 67◦ , with both
spanning the Galactic Plane -1◦ < b < 4◦. This RA band poses particular difficulties
for observation. First of all, it is crowded with sources of potential interest, include
sources outside the survey band that provide competition for limited observing time.
Secondly, the Cygnus region first becomes observable at the end of the monsoon
period in southern Arizona. During the monsoon, operations at VERITAS shut
down entirely due to cloud cover, rain, and potential lightning strikes. The Fall
start of observing is entirely dependent on the end of the monsoon season, and thus
a longer monsoon reduces the available time for Sky Survey observations. Due to
these observational constraints, only Y1 has been completed to date. Figure 3.1
shows the completed observations in the framework of the original observational
scheme, which was planned to optimize observation time while producing an even
exposure across the surveyed region. Follow-up observations on “Hot Spot” areas
have given a somewhat less even exposure over the survey region.
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Figure 3.1 This figure shows the total usable exposure of the Cygnus Sky Survey.
Plot taken from
http://veritasm.sao.arizona.edu/DQM/cgi-bin/skysurvey/survey tools
Figure 3.2 This figure shows the true integrated exposure of the Cygnus Sky






The earlier chapter covered the means by which VERITAS collects gamma-
ray events. The extraction of astrophysical data from this information is an involved
process. A basic description of the data is given in 4.1. Selection of data to ensure
quality is covered in 4.2. The settings used in event triggering are outlined in 4.3
The data is processed through basic calibration (4.5) and parameterized on the
single telescope (4.6) and stereo level (4.7). Finally, the analysis as carried out in
the multi-stage VEGAS software package is discussed in 4.8.
4.1 Data
For the purposes of this work, data analysis begins with the VBF files for
each individual 20 minute run. For a more in-depth discussion of the data acquisition
and storage, see 2.6.4.
There are two distinct data types presented in this work: pointed observa-
tions of individual SNRs, and those taken as part of the two-year Cygnus Region
Sky Survey. All data have been taken with the VERITAS array in either 3- or 4-
telescope mode.
Pointed observations were all taken in “Wobble” mode, wherein data is taken
with a constant offset (typically 0.5◦) from the target. This allows for the simulta-
neous collection of both On and Off data at the same radial position on the camera.
As the acceptance of the telescope varies approximately radially over the field of
view, this avoids the necessity of using an acceptance correction when determining
excess counts or detection significance at the source position.
Data for the Sky Survey were taken as direct, evenly spaced pointings here-
after referred to as “survey mode.” There are potential advantages and disadvan-
tages to this method. Survey mode, when taken evenly, creates a larger continuous
area of smooth coverage. Variations in sensitivity over the survey dataset are thus
minimized. The primary disadvantage to this method is the investment of observa-
tion time relative to the achieved exposure at any given point; put simply, spreading
observations over a larger region reduces the time spent observing any specific point.
A full list of runs included in this work with observational details can be
found in Appendix A.
4.2 Quality Selection
Specifying the selection of useful data . Of primary importance is consistency
in the data-taking configuration and conditions, especially given the continuing evo-
lution of VERITAS as a scientific instrument.
4.2.1 Observing Conditions
Weather conditions are by far the most difficult variable to account for, both
due to lack of control on the part of the observers, as well as difficulty in consistently
gauging the quality of the observing conditions from night to night. Observing condi-
tions are ranked on two separate scales, both ranging from A weather (near optimum
observing) down to F (completely untenable). The first scale is the assessment of
overall conditions by the observers. While this method is somewhat subjective, re-
lying as it does on observer fiat, the ready availability of local atmospheric data and
direct on-site assessment of sky coverage allows for a reliable assessment of current
conditions.
The second measure is based on the infrared radiometers mounted on T1,
T3 and outside the control trailer. These devices image the infrared emission from
the atmosphere. In the case of the T1 and T3 units, this is along the line of sight
of the telescope, while the control trailer unit is directed at zenith. Variation in the
temperature of the radiation along the line of sight is a good indication of variations
in the airmass; low-altitude cloud cover return considerably warmer signals than
clear skies.
Data runs are passed with minimal inspection given an A or B ranking by
both the observers and the automated FIR system. The rates on any run given a
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C ranking by either method were inspected before giving a pass or fail for analysis;
anything marked below C by either method was excluded.
4.3 Trigger Settings
To eliminate events caused by fluctuations in the night sky background,
VERITAS employs a series of hardware triggers that must be passed by any event
before being recorded.
CFD Trigger (L1): The Level 1 trigger discriminates by only triggering
on events which exceed a set voltage in the CFD. All the data in this work were
taken with the standard dark-sky threshold of 50 mV for all telescopes.
Pattern Trigger (L2): The Level 2 trigger is based on the number of
adjacent CFDs which trigger within a set coincidence window. All the data in this
work were taken with an L2 3-fold multiplicity trigger.
Array Trigger (L3): The Level 3 trigger is based on the number of tele-
scopes in which an event is triggered within a set time interval. This trigger level
primarily eliminates muon events, which typically only trigger a single telescope.
The 3-telescope data in this work uses a 2/3 array trigger. The 4-telescope data
uses a 2/4 array trigger.
4.4 FADC trace
Each photon striking the PMT is converted into a number of electrons. This
produces a pulse, the total charge of which is proportional to the number of photons
incident on the PMT photocathode. This pulse is digitized by the FADC for each
channel as a series of amplitude values in digital counts (dc) for each 2 nanosecond
(ns) bins. The voltage profile of a light pulse as registered by the FADCs is referred
to as the FADC trace. The total charge stored in the FADC trace (in digital counts)
for each event is proportional to the total number of photo-electrons detected. In
addition to charge information, the recorded FADC trace also contains the arrival
time of the signal at each pixel.
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A typical Čerenkov pulse has a duration of 8-10 ns, including optical and
electronic delays. VERITAS data are recorded in a 24-sample FADC trace. This 48
ns window, then, covers a large period during which night-sky background (NSB)
is the only source of photoelectrons. In order to minimize the contribution from
the NSB, a “signal window” is established to bracket the Čerenkov pulse as closely
as possible. To this end, only pulses with a charge greater than a set threshold
are recorded. VEGAS uses a user-defined integration window, and the integration
windows are set to start 4 ns (2 samples) before start time of each pulse. For the
Targeted Remnant datasets, a standard 7 sample integration window width was
used. For the Cygnus Region Sky Survey dataset, a longer 12 sample width was
used as part of the Sky Survey optimization.
For timing purposes, an event’s start time in a given channel is defined as
the point at which the pulse achieves half of its peak value. This is evaluated after
the subtraction of the pedestal baseline.
Determination of the integrated charge for the FADC trace is simply calcu-
lated by adding up the signal amplitude values from each sample in the integration
window.
4.5 Calibration
Before any reconstruction or selection of gamma rays can occur, calibra-
tion of the collected data must be carried out. Within VEGAS, these calibration
constants are generally calculated in Stage 1 and applied in Stage 2 (see 4.8).
4.5.1 Pedestals
The individual PMT output is an AC coupled signal. However, signal digi-
talization is limited such that any positive voltage fluctuation due to the NSB cannot
be digitized. To compensate, a signal corresponding to roughly 16 digital counts
is injected into the AC coupled output. In order to measure these fluctuations,
artificially triggered events or pedestal events are created. Each pedestal event es-
sentially samples the NSB in each channel. The FADC charge is then integrated
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per “pedestal event” as normal to generate pedestal statistics over the course of the
observation. The pedestal event rate for VERITAS is between 1-3 Hz, yielding good
statistics while minimizing dead time for the collection of true events. In addition,
the standard deviation of the pedestals for each channel (the pedvar) are calculated
and compared to median pedvar over all channels. Any pixel with a pedvar above
a set threshhold is excluded from analysis of Čerenkov events as noisy.
Corrections based on the pedestal statistics are calculated in VEGAS in
Stage 1 and applied in Stage 2, concurrent with the gain corrections.
4.5.2 Timing Offsets
Due to electronic delays within the instrument, the arrival time of individual
channels associated with the same event will be different. This relative timing








∆ti = (T0)i − Tevent (4.2)
(T0)i is the arrival time at pixel i and Tevent is the average arrival time of the signal
over all the pixels.
The individual channel values are calculated by measuring the delay in laser
flashes illuminating the camera pixels. These flashes are recorded during a “laser
run” taken once per night and analyzed in Stages 1 and 2 of VEGAS.
4.5.3 Gain Calibration
In an ideal scenario, the charge recorded at the FADC channel level is pro-
portional to the number of Čerenkov photons incident on that pixel; thus the sum of
the charges for a particular channel yields a total charge proportional to the amount
of incident light. In reality, variations in the high voltage due to unavoidable envi-
ronmental and electronic variables causes there to be a different response for every
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given pixel. This difference is measured and corrected in a similar way to the timing
corrections.





















This is then applied to the data on a channel-by-channel basis. Relative
Gain values close to one are clearly preferable, and adjustments are made to the
voltages annually to minimize the differences in the responses of each pixel.
4.5.4 Other Calibration
During data calibration, checks on pixel status are also carried out. Pixel
status is evaluated in two ways. First, bad or deactivated pixels are logged as such
by the HV system to the Database, and this information is retrieved and applied
during calibration. Secondly, the pixel pedvar is evaluated as a check on the pixels
status. An inactive pixel will return a pedvar close to zero, while a “noisy” pixel will




VEGAS requires a safe range of -1.5 < S.P.< 4.0
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Similarly, a scaled relative gain is calculated to exclude any channel with a
significantly different response from the rest of the camera. For the scaled relative
gain, VEGAS uses a safe range of -3 < S.R.G. < 3.
4.6 Single Telescope Parameterization
Once the data has been calibrated, the Čerenkov showers must now be identi-
fied and parameterized according to their geometries. The cleaning process identifies
those active pixels belonging to potentially reconstructable events. Once cleaned,
these images are parameterized according to the process developed by [Hillas 1985].
4.6.1 Image Cleaning
At the camera level, the image cleaning requires two steps. In the first,
image pixels are identified. “Picture Pixels” are identified as those pixels which, for
a given event, have an integrated charge in excess of five (5) times greater than that
channel’s pedvar. Any pixel adjacent to a Picture Pixel with an integrated charge
greater than 2.5 times greater than its pedvar is labelled as a “Boundary Pixel.”
In the second step, all isolated pixels not neighboring either a Boundary or Picture
Pixel are removed. The remaining pixels then define the image of the Čerenkov
shower.
4.6.2 Parameterization
Given the geometric distinction between Čerenkov images of gamma rays
and cosmic rays, it is not surprising that parameterization of these images is seen
as a direct means of discriminating between them. Some of the most successful
parameterization schemes are variations on the developments in [Hillas 1985]. In
this arrangement, the camera coordinates (x,y) of the image pixels are codified
according to their Distance, Width, Length, Miss, Azwidth, Asymmetry, Alpha, Size,
Frac(3). A definition of each can be found in Table 4.1. Each is essentially a moment
of the image.
To use these parameters, simulated air showers are used to determine the
range of values for each parameter occupied by air showers of different primary
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Parameter Description
Distance Distance of the image centroid from the center of the FoV.
Width R.M.S. spread of the light perpendicular to the major axis.
Length R.M.S. spread of the light parallel to the major axis.
Miss Perpendicular distance of the center of the FoV from the
image axis.
Azwidth R.M.S image width relative to an axis through the centroid
and the center of the FoV.
Asymmetry Measure of the asymmetry in the distribution along the ma-
jor axis.
Alpha Angle between the line from the centroid to the center of
the FoV and the major axis of the image.
Size The total charge in all image pixels, corresponding to the
total light of the image.
Frac(3) Percentage of the image’s light content contained in the 3
brightest pixels.
Table 4.1 A summary of the Hillas parameters as laid out in [Hillas 1985]. Note
that Frac(3), Asymmetry and Alpha are later variations on the original
parameters.
particles. For single telescope images, Hillas predicts that specifying each event must
have at least four (4) parameters within the gamma-ray primary “phase space” to
allow for effective discrimination against non-gammas. For multiple telescope data,
the Hillas parameters (specifically Distance, Width, Length and Size) are primarily
used to select good-quality images to use in event reconstruction.
4.7 Stereo Parameterization
The advantage of the current generation of VHE Čerenkov arrays over the
previous generation of single telescope instruments is that of stereo reconstruction of
events. In VERITAS, individual telescope images are combined to obtain shower-
level information. Of primary value are the arrival direction of the shower, and




In order to ensure well parameterized events, a set of cuts is established in
order to eliminate events without a high probability of correct reconstruction. For
this work, the Size, Distance, and the total number of pixels in the image are used to
select for quality image events. In addition to image quality selection, cutting is done
on parameters to select for event quality as well. For this work, telescope multiplicity
is used- telescopes without at least two good telescope images are eliminated, as are
those with images only in T1 and T4. This last cut is due to the proximity of T1 to
T4; a short baseline increases the number of coincidence triggers by small showers.
Both the image quality and event quality cuts are given in 4.8.1. These cuts are
made in Stage 4.2 of VEGAS.
4.7.2 Shower Direction Reconstruction
As mentioned before, the arrival direction of the primary particle can be
traced back by determining the intersection of the major axes of the images from each
camera in the field of view (FoV) of the telescope. Given that a perfect intersection of
these axes does not always occur, the perpendicular distances of each image’s major
axis from a potential core position is weighted by the image’s Size. This weighted
distance is then minimized to determine the reconstructed shower direction.
The angular parameter θ2 is defined as the square of the angular distance
between an event’s reconstructed intersect point and the targeted source position
or test position. This value is useful for rejecting background events and generally
specifying the reconstructed direction of an event in useful terms. θ2 cuts are carried
out in Stages 5 and 6 and are particularly important for extended sources.
4.7.3 Mean Scaled Width & Length
The Mean Scaled Width (MSW) and Mean Scaled Length (MSL) are ex-
tremely useful properties for discriminating between gamma-ray and hadronic events.
The Mean Scaled (MS) parameters are obtained for each event from the measured
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image length and the simulated length as drawn from a look-up table of simulations.





where W is the measured image length for an event, and 〈Wsim(S, I)〉 is the simu-
lated image width value read from the look-up tables using the measured size S and
the measured impact parameter, I. The scaled length is determined similarly. For











which are thus effectively weighted per event by the image size S.
4.7.4 Energy Reconstruction
Energy estimation, when carried out, requires the usage of an energy lookup
table. The primary particle energy is calculated as an average of the individual
telescope image energies. These values are estimated from the look-up table based





where Erec is the reconstructed energy, and Etrue is the true energy. The mean value
of ∆E, εbias, gives a good measure of how trustworthy the energy reconstruction is,
and a bias of greater than 10% is typically not used.
4.7.5 Gamma/Hadron Separation
The separation out of hadronic events from our gamma-ray events is crucial
to our ability to do astronomy with VHE gamma rays. Luckily, the established
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properties of MSW, MSL and θ2 prove to be excellent discriminators. Again, the
values of these cuts used in this work are given in 4.8.1.
4.7.6 Background Estimation
In order to derive any meaning from a number of “ON” events satisfying
all the given cuts, we must establish a similar “OFF” value without any expected
association with our putative source. Assuming an isotropic cosmic ray background,
the estimation of background can be accomplished from events in our same FoV.
We can then establish an excess of events from our putative source
NExcess = ON − αOFF (4.11)
where α is a normalization between the ON and OFF regions’ effective exposures.
Two methods are employed for background estimation
Reflected Region Model
In this method, the source offset from the center of the field of view is
exploited by defining a number of regions of extent equal to the source region at
the same offset from the center of the field of view, but well away from the source






The Ring Background Model (RBM) defines an annulus around every pos-
sible source region in the field of view and uses it to calculate an OFF value. Thus
every point has a value for the excess and significance, making this method prefer-
able for survey analysis and poorly localized sources. Since the annulus covers a
range of radial values, the overall acceptance of the camera must be considered as it
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Stage Input Description
Stage 1 data or laser .vbf file Calibration calculations, rela-
tive gains from laser files
Stage 2 data and laser stage1 output
(.root) file
Application of calibration and
relative gain information to
data.
Stage 4.2 stage2 output Event cleaning, pic-
ture/boundary cutting and
shower reconstruction.
Stage 5 stage4.2 output Optional- stereo parameter
cutting




Table 4.2 The stages of VEGAS as of version 2.0.5.







where ε(r) is the radial acceptance profile.
4.8 VEGAS Analysis
VEGAS (Very Energetic Gamma-Ray Analysis Suite) is a multi-staged of-
fline analysis system for VERITAS data. VEGAS was developed by VERITAS’
Offline Analysis Working Group (OAWG) as the primary analysis suite for all VER-
ITAS data (Cogan 2008). A VEGAS analysis, along with one other secondary anal-
ysis, is required for all published results to ensure consistent results.
Updated versions of VEGAS were released during the completion of this
work. The final analysis for all sources has been completed with v2.0.5.
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4.8.1 Events Cuts
The cuts used on each source are based on the standard optimized cuts for
VEGAS 2.0.4, with small modifications for individual sources.
Targeted Remnants
Stage 1/2: 7-sample window




Stage 6: 3% Crab Cuts
0.05 ≤ MSW ≤ 1.20
0.05 ≤ MSL ≤ 1.49
100% Crab Cuts
0.05 ≤ MSW ≤ 1.20
0.05 ≤ MSL ≤ 1.49
In addition to the above, a limit was placed for each source on the allowed θ2
value- the angular distance of a given reconstructed event from the source position-
for the ON events. This value was increased for remnants that are extended beyond
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the optimized θ2 value for a point source. The θ2 values for each remnant are given
in, e.g., Table 5.1.
Cygnus Remnants
Stage1/2: 12-sample window




Stage 6: 0.05 ≤ MSW ≤ 1.23
0.05 ≤ MSL ≥ 1.35
To maintain consistency with the standard Sky Survey analysis, only two
values for θ2 are used: θ2 = 0.014 (point-like) and θ2 = 0.055 (extended). In the
cases where a remnant’s angular extent in some dimension is greater than twice the
extended θ cut value, we accept an additional trials factor of r2a/θ
2
4.8.2 Flux Determination
Extraction of any flux value from photon rate data requires a measurement
of the effective collection area of our instrument. In the case of VERITAS this
effective area is strongly dependent on a number of factors:
• Energy: As the size of the shower pool strongly varies with energy, the
distance of the shower core from the center of VERITAS at which the shower
can still be meaningfully resolved
• Offset: The strong change in sensitivity across the VERITAS camera means
that the effective area of the instrument as a whole depends on what offset
the presumptive source is observed.
• Noise Levels: The presence of a strong background light component re-
duces the effective area.
• Zenith Angle: The zenith angle of a given observation determines the air
mass through which the observed showers propagate.
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To account for these variables, models of extensive gamma-ray air-shower
must be analyzed and reconstructed in a similar fashion to the process described
above for real data. Effective area tables are then generated from the Stage 4.2
output. For each such model, the reconstructed energies of the simulated showers
are compared to the true energies of the original simulated particle. For this work
each generated effective area is only used if the reconstructed energies are within
10% of the energy range. Since reconstruction will typically grow less accurate
at more extreme energies, we can define a “safe energy range” for employing each
effective area. The effective area tables are used either by Stage 6 in its spectral
calculations, or by a secondary macro for determining photon flux upper limits.
Significances are determined via the method described by [Li and Ma 1983]
. The significance at a given point can best be described as the confidence with
which the null hypothesis- here, that all counts in the ON region are from a uniform

















Since the exact nature and intensity of the signal from a source is not known
a priori, multiple attempts to detect a source are often made with the same data.
In the case of VERITAS, any variation in the cuts employed is considered such a
trial. These trials affect the reportable statistical certainty of detection. For a single
trial, the probability of a positive result is given by








i.e., the normal distribution function for a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1.
Since we are interested in rejecting our null hypothesis, the appropriate single trial
probability of a real source is given by:
P1 = 1− P (4.16)
For n trials, this becomes:
Pn = (1− P )n (4.17)
As is standard, a 5-sigma post-trials significance is considered the threshold
of detection in this work.









where T is the livetime of the observation and α is the ratio of the ON and OFF
exposure. In Wobble data, the On and Off exposure times are always the same. α
then is the simply the ratio of the areas of the source region and the background
region(s).
Once a gamma-ray rate is established for the source and effective areas are
generated for the relevant observation parameters, a flux or upper limit can be






Where Φ is the incident source flux, R is the (known) event rate and A(E) is
the true effective area of our telescope at energy E. As discussed in 1.5.3, a simple
falling power law form is assumed for all sources.
Φ(E) = Φ0E−Γ (4.21)
In the case of Cassiopeia A and the Crab Nebula, spectral fitting is carried
out in stage6 to determine appropriate spectral index. A power law of γ = -2.5 is
applied for those sources without sufficient statistics to carry out spectral fitting.
It should be noted that A(E) is the effective area selected to match the
zenith, azimuth and noise levels appropriate for the observation.












summing over i then gives us
R = Φ0Ai(E1−ΓiMax − E
1−Γ
iMin)(1− Γ)
−1 = ΦoÂ (4.23)










Φ(E)dE = Φ0(E1−Γmax − E1−Γthresh)(1− Γ)
−1 (4.25)
4.8.3 Upper Limits
All upper limits are determined by the statistical technique outlined in [He-
lene 1983]. The statistical confidence with which we can state that the counts
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Crab Nebula 0.5 Wobble ! ! Calibration source
Cas A 0.5 Wobble ! !
CTB 109 0.5 Wobble ! # Extended Source
W44 0.5 Wobble ! # Extended Source
Tycho 0.5 Wobble ! #
G67.7+1.8 Survey Mode ! #
G68.6-1.2 Survey Mode ! #
G69.0+2.7 Survey Mode ! #
G69.7+1.0 Survey Mode ! #
G73.9+0.9 Survey Mode ! #
G74.9+1.2 Survey Mode ! #
G76.9+1.0 Survey Mode ! #
G78.2+2.1 Survey Mode ! #
Table 4.3 Summary of the analyses applied to each source.









ON and OFF are the count values for the On and Off regions, σB is the












In the first portion of this chapter the results of the targeted remnant obser-
vations are discussed individually. In Section 5.8, the collective Sky Survey results
are discussed, with each remnant singled out as warranted.
5.2 Trials
In properly reporting the significance of detection for our sources, we must
account for the independent trials applied in analyzing the data. While not necessar-
ily strictly independent, we conservatively account for each application of a different
θ2 or digital count cut as a separate trial. For each of the targeted remnants, then,
we apply a trials factor of 4 in reducing the measured significance. In the case of
those Sky Survey Remnants with an angular diameter less than the applied θ2 cut,
we have only 2 trials- the two minimum limits of 600 and 1000 image digital counts.
For those in which the applied standard θ2 cut is less than the expected angular
diameter, we accept a trials penalty for searching the full area of the remnant for




where rSNR is the remnant’s angular radius.
5.3 Crab Nebula
As the first confirmed steady astrophysical TeV source, the Crab Nebula (G
184.6-5.8) serves as a standard candle for VHE gamma ray telescopes. The Crab
analysis in this work is presented as both a proof-of-technique and as a standard
analysis against which other remnant analyses may be compared. In some previous
work in this field, gamma ray rates for potential sources were often presented in
terms of a “% Crab” rate in order to allow an easier conversion of gamma ray rate
to gamma ray flux. However, given the strong dependence of the flux on factors
such as observation zenith angle and telescope multiplicity, gamma ray rates for
different targets are not necessarily directly comparable. Instead, we independently
derive the fluxes (or flux upper limits) for each remnant. This takes into account
the varying observational parameters through the effective area lookup tables. For
convenience, we then convert this flux to a % Crab flux for ready comparison.
Figure 5.1 The plot of the excess counts (left) and the Ring Background
Model-derived significance (right) for the Crab Nebula for a size cut >400 digital
counts. The white ring indicates the exclusion regions for the remnant and the
bright stars ζ Tau and o Tau.
5.3.1 Source Detection
Emission from the Crab Nebula is clearly detected in the analysis of the 31
runs presented here. For our standard-cuts analysis, we arrive at a significance of
75 σ. For the hard-cuts analysis, we find a lower significance of 41 σ. As will be
discussed later, the reason for this severe reduction is not entirely clear since we do
not expect to preferentially cut on source rather than background cuts. Given the
higher significance of detection, any quantities derived from this point are from the
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Figure 5.2 The plot of the distribution of significances in the Crab Nebula FoV.
In the case of a clear detection such as this, the distribution is extended well
beyond the normal distribution (blue line).
standard cuts analysis unless otherwise stated. From the determined excess events
and the effective area table, we derive a flux of 1.33±0.028×10−10 cm−2 s−1 TeV−1.
5.3.2 Spectrum
The spectrum for the Crab Nebula is given in Figure 5.3. Fitting a simple
power-law, we derive a spectral index of −2.35± 0.25stat, with a flux normalization
of (−2.9±0.071stat)×10−7γ m−2 s−1 TeV−1. This is within systematic errors of the
VERITAS Crab spectrum from Celik (2008). For the purposes of systematic error
estimation, we will use in this work the estimates from Celik (2008), of 22% for the
flux normalization N, and 0.17 for the spectral index. This estimate accounts for
errors in atmospheric and shower modeling, detector response, variation in observing
conditions and uncertainties in the offline data analysis.
Integrating the power-law fit above 300 GeV gives us a a total flux of F =
(1.10 ± 0.31) × 10−10cm−2s−1. This lies within errors of both our directly derived
source flux and canonical values for the Crab.
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Figure 5.3 The differential flux spectrum for the Crab Nebula for the standard
cuts analysis, fit with a simple falling power law.
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5.4 Casseiopeia A
Cassiopeia A, as another known TeV SNR, is a secondary point of compar-
ison for our analysis with known quantities. As discussed in 1.6.2, recent MAGIC
observations give a flux above 1 TeV of 7.3± 0.7stat± 2.2sys)× 10−13cm−2s−1 and a
power-law spectrum with Γ = 2.3±0.2stat±0.2sys and N = (1.0±0.1stat±0.3sys)×
10−12TeV−1cm−1s−1 (Albert et al. 2007a).
Figure 5.4 The plot of the excess counts (left) and the Ring Background
Model-derived significance (right) for the Cassiopeia A for a size cut >400 digital
counts. The white ring indicates the exclusion regions for the remnant and the
bright star AR Cas.
5.4.1 Source Detection
Cassiopeia A is clearly detected in the analysis of the ∼1150 minutes of
observation presented here. For our standard-cuts analysis, we arrive at a pre-trials
significance of 7.1σ. For the hard-cuts analysis, we find a lower significance of 5.6 σ.
From the determined excess events and our effective area table, we derive a flux of
2.5± 0.39× 10−12 cm−2 s−1 TeV. We report here the results of the 3% Crab source
optimized analysis for Cas A.
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Figure 5.5 The plot of the distribution of significances in the Cassiopeia A field of
view. In the case of a clear detection such as this, the distribution is extended well
beyond the normal distribution (blue line).
5.4.2 Spectrum
The spectrum for Cassiopeia A is given in Figure 5.6. Fitting a simple
power-law, we derive a spectral index of −2.8 ± 0.26stat, with a flux normalization
of (7.1 ± 1.1stat) × 10−9γ m−2 s−1 TeV−1. This result appears to show a steeper
spectral fall off than the MAGIC result, but normalization and spectral index lie
within errors of the MAGIC value.
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Figure 5.6 The differential flux spectrum for Cassiopeia A. Dotted lines indicate
the edges of the energy bins.
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5.5 Tycho’s SNR (G120.1+1.4)
The remnant of SN 1572, known as Tycho’s Supernova (G120.1+1.4), is a
young Type Ia remnant. It has been the target of several investigations in the TeV
regime, and HEGRA established a 3σ upper limit of 5.78×10−13γ cm−2 s−1, or 3.3%
Crab, above 1 TeV. We present here the results of the 3% Crab source optimized
analysis.
Figure 5.7 The plot of the excess counts (left) and the Ring Background
Model-derived significance (right) for Tycho’s SNR for a size cut >400 digital
counts.
5.5.1 Upper Limit
We make no significant detection of Tycho in the ∼1250 minutes of data
presented in this work, with either set of cuts or background modeling method.
From the standard energy cuts analysis, we can establish a 99% upper limit on
emission from Tycho above 300 TeV FUL = 1.0× 10−12γ cm−2 s−1.
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Figure 5.8 The plot of the distribution of significances in the Tycho FoV. The
distribution is well matched to the normal distribution (blue line).
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5.6 W44 (G34.7-0.4)
Within the same field of view as W44 are two unidentified VHE sources:
HESSJ 1857+026 and HESSJ 1858 + 020. Both have extended morphologies con-
sistent with PWN emission and do not appear to be associated with W44. If these
sources are indeed unrelated, then their presence within a few degrees of one another
is a striking commentary on the growing abundance of observed VHE emitters.
W44 has previously been observed by a number of ground-based Čerenkov
detectors (Buckley et al. 1998), . The lowest available upper limit is FUL(E >
1.36TeV ) = 3.6 × 10−12γ cm−2 s−1 presented by Yukawa (2008). Deeper limits
may be determined as a part of the HESS Galactic Plane Survey or the MAGIC
observations (Bartko et al. 2008), but these are as yet unpublished.
Figure 5.9 The plot of the excess counts (left) and the Ring Background
Model-derived significance (right) for W44 for a size cut >400 digital counts. The
white circle indicates the region excluded from the background model for the
remnant.
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Figure 5.10 The plot of the distribution of significances in the W44 FoV. The
distribution is well matched to the normal distribution (blue line).
5.6.1 Upper Limit
We make no significant detection of W44 in the ∼500 minutes of data pre-
sented in this work, with either set of cuts or background modeling method. We
employed a widened θ2 cut of 0.09 to encompass the entirety of the remnant. From
the standard energy cuts analysis, we can establish a 99% upper limit on emission
from Tycho above 300 TeV FUL = 2.6× 10−12γ cm−2 s−1.
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5.7 CTB 109 (G109.1-1.0)
Because of its high positive declination, CTB 109 is accessible to neither
HESS nor CANGAROO. Despite extensive measurements at a variety of wave-
lengths, no published upper limits for VHE gamma ray emission exist for CTB
109.
Figure 5.11 The plot of the excess counts (left) and the Ring Background
Model-derived significance (right) for CTB 109 for a size cut >400 digital counts.
The white circles indicate the regions excluded from the background model for the
remnant and the bright star 1 Cas.
5.7.1 Upper Limit
We make no significant detection of CTB 109 in the 3̃50 minutes of data
presented in this work, with either set of cuts or background modeling method. We
employed a widened θ2 cut of 0.09 to encompass the entirety of the remnant. From
the standard energy cuts analysis, we can establish a 99% upper limit on emission
from Tycho above 300 TeV FUL = 8.8× 10−12γ cm−2 s−1.
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Figure 5.12 The plot of the distribution of significances in the CTB 109 FoV. The
distribution is well matched to the normal distribution (blue line), indicating no






θ2 σpre σpost Upper
Limit
Flux FFCrab
Crab Nebula 407.0 100% 0.0132 88.4 88.4 — 133 ± 2.75 1
Cas A 1168.7 3% 0.0132 9.11 9.00 — 2.52 ± .387 .019
CTB 109 342.2 3% 0.09 2.67 2.14 8.83 — .066
W 44 492.9 3% 0.09 -1.36 — 2.61 — .020
Tycho 1235.2 3% 0.0132 0.16 0.0 1.00 — .0075
Table 5.1 A summary of the results for all of the targeted remnants for the 3%
Crab cuts and dc >400. Upper limits at the 99% confidence level are given for
those remnants with no detection. Both fluxes and upper limits are given in units





θ2 σpre σpost Upper
Limit
Flux FFCrab
Crab Nebula 407.0 100% 0.0132 71.4 71.3 — 27.0 ± 1.1 1
Cas A 1168.7 3% 0.0132 8.6 8.5 — 0.65 ± 1.4 .024
CTB 109 342.2 3% 0.09 2.8 2.3 1.60 — .059
W 44 492.9 3% 0.09 0.10 0.0 0.31 — .012
Tycho 1235.2 3% 0.0132 2.1 1.51 0.60 — .022
Table 5.2 A summary of the results for all of the targeted remnants for the 3%
Crab cuts and dc >1000. Upper limits at the 99% confidence level are given for
remnants with no detection. Both fluxes and upper limits are given in units of
10−12γ cm −2 s−1.
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5.8 Cygnus Sky Survey Remnants
As discussed in Chapter 3, the Cygnus Sky Survey is an attempt at a large-
scale observational survey at very high energy. The Sky Survey is one the VERITAS
Key Science Projects for 2007 - 2008. The original objective was a uniform exposure
over 30 degrees in Galactic latitude, taken over two observing seasons. Due to
observational constraints, only the first half of the survey, originally slated to be
completed in the fall of 2007, has been completed.
Within the completed portion of the Cygnus Sky Survey are located eight
(8) supernova remnants in the Green’s Catalog of Supernova Remnants (Green
2006). These remnants were selected out from the survey as being of particular
interest for this work. The Sky Survey SNR are serendipitous observations with
no special placement in the Sky Survey pointings. Thus, the Reflected Region
method of background estimation is inappropriate, given the uneven nature of the
exposure over the field of view. Since varying exposure is already accounted for in
the Ring Background method, this technique is used exclusively here for significance
estimation and flux upper limit derivation.
5.8.1 G 67.7 + 1.8
We make no significant detection of G67.7+1.8 in the ∼700 minutes of data
presented in this work, with either set of cuts or background modeling method.
From the standard energy cuts analysis, we can establish a 99% upper limit on
emission from G 67.7 + 1.8 above 300 TeV FUL = 1.74× 10−12γ cm−2 s−1.
5.8.2 G 68.6 - 1.2
We make no significant detection of G 68.6 - 1.2 in the ∼700 minutes of data
presented in this work, with either set of cuts or background modeling method.
From the standard energy cuts analysis, we can establish a 99% upper limit on
emission from G 68.6 - 1.2 above 300 TeV FUL = 3.63× 10−12γ cm−2 s−1.
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Figure 5.13 The plot of the excess counts (left) and the Ring Background
Model-derived significance (right) for G67.7+1.8 for a size cut >600 digital counts.
5.8.3 CTB 80 / G69.0+2.7
We make no significant detection of G 68.6 - 1.2 in the ∼750 minutes of data
presented in this work, with either set of cuts or background modeling method.
From the standard energy cuts analysis, we can establish a 99% upper limit on
emission from CTB 80 above 300 TeV FUL = 1.61× 10−12γ cm−2 s−1.
5.8.4 G 69.7+1.0
We make no significant detection of G 69.7 + 1.0 in the ∼650 minutes of data
presented in this work, with either set of cuts or background modeling method. From
the standard energy cuts analysis, we can establish a 99% upper limit on emission
from G 69.7 + 1.0 above 300 TeV FUL = 2.11× 10−12γ cm−2 s−1.
5.8.5 G 73.9 + 0.9
We make no significant detection of G 73.9 + 0.9 in the ∼600 minutes of data
presented in this work, with either set of cuts or background modeling method. From
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Figure 5.14 The plot of the distribution of significances in the G67.7+1.8 field of
view. The distribution is well matched to the normal distribution (blue line),
indicating no meaningful excesses above the background.
the standard energy cuts analysis, we can establish a 99% upper limit on emission
from G 73.9 + 0.9 above 300 TeV FUL = 2.33× 10−12γ cm−2 s−1.
5.8.6 CTB 87 / G74.9+1.0
We make no significant detection of CTB 87 in the ∼550 minutes of data
presented in this work, with either set of cuts or background modeling method.
From the standard energy cuts analysis, we can establish a 99% upper limit on
emission from CTB 87 above 300 TeV FUL = 6.69× 10−12γcm−2 s−1.
5.8.7 G76.9 + 1.0
We make no significant detection of G 68.6 - 1.2 in the ∼700 minutes of data
presented in this work, with either set of cuts or background modeling method.
From the standard energy cuts analysis, we can establish a 99% upper limit on
emission from G 76.9 + 1.0 above 300 TeV FUL = 1.57× 10−12γ cm−2 s−1.
5.8.8 γ Cygni/G78.2+2.1
Before trials, we find a hotspot within γ Cygni at 5.26 σ. After accounting for
trials both in cuts and in the spatial search across the remnant, the significance of the
hotspot is reduced below the threshold for detection. Given the highly suggestive
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Figure 5.15 The plot of the excess counts (left) and the Ring Background
Model-derived significance (right) for G68.6-1.2 for a size cut >600 digital counts.
nature of the excess, we present both the calculated flux and upper limit for γ
Cygni. Above the 300 TeV, the excess corresponds to a 99% upper limit of FUL =
6.15× 10−12γ cm−2s−1 and a flux of F = 4.82× 10−12γcm−2s−1.
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Figure 5.16 The plot of the distribution of significances in the G68.6-1.2 field of
view. The distribution is well matched to the normal distribution (blue line),
indicating no meaningful excesses above the background.
Figure 5.17 The plot of the excess counts (left) and the Ring Background
Model-derived significance (right) for CTB 80 for a size cut >600 digital counts.
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Figure 5.18 The plot of the distribution of significances in the CTB 80 field of
view. The distribution is well matched to the normal distribution (blue line),
indicating no meaningful excesses above the background.
Figure 5.19 The plot of the excess counts (left) and the Ring Background
Model-derived significance (right) for G 69.7+1.0 for a size cut >600 digital counts.
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Figure 5.20 The plot of the distribution of significances in the G 69.7+1.0 field of
view. The distribution is well matched to the normal distribution (blue line),
indicating no meaningful excesses above the background.
Figure 5.21 The plot of the excess counts (left) and the Ring Background
Model-derived significance (right) for G 73.9 + 0.9 for a size cut >600 digital
counts.
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Figure 5.22 The plot of the distribution of significances in the G 73.9 + 0.9 field
of view. The distribution is well matched to the normal distribution (blue line),
indicating no meaningful excesses above the background.
Figure 5.23 The plot of the excess counts (left) and the Ring Background
Model-derived significance (right) for CTB87 for a size cut >600 digital counts.
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Figure 5.24 The plot of the distribution of significances in the CTB 87 field of
view. The distribution is well matched to the normal distribution (blue line),
indicating no meaningful excesses above the background.
Figure 5.25 The plot of the excess counts (left) and the Ring Background
Model-derived significance (right) for G76.9 + 1.0 for a size cut >600 digital
counts.
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Figure 5.26 The plot of the distribution of significances in the G76.9 + 1.0 field
of view. The distribution is well matched to the normal distribution (blue line),
indicating no meaningful excesses above the background.
Figure 5.27 The plot of the excess counts (left) and the Ring Background
Model-derived significance (right) for γ Cygni for a size cut >600 digital counts.
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Figure 5.28 The plot of the distribution of significances in the γ Cygni field of
view. The distribution is highly suggestive of a source in the field of view, as it
shows extension beyond the normal distribution (blue line) in positive significance.
A matching extension in the negative significances would likely indicate some
systematic effect, but none is seen.
Remnant Livetime
(min)
θ2 σpre σpost Upper
Limit
Flux FFCrab
G67.7+1.8 715.9 0.014 -0.45 — 1.74 — 0.012
G68.6-1.2 442.1 0.014 1.50 0.56 3.63 — 0.027
G69.0+2.7 (CTB 80) 763.1 0.055 -0.99 — 1.61 — 0.012
G69.7+1.0 632.2 0.014 -0.21 — 2.11 — 0.016
G73.9+0.9 609.1 0.014 0.04 0.00 2.33 — 0.017
G74.9+1.2 (CTB 87) 552.4 0.014 1.57 1.23 6.69 — 0.050
G76.9+1.0 723.1 0.014 -1.40 — 1.57 — 0.012
G78.2+2.1 (γ Cygni SNR) 1095.8 0.055 5.26 4.82 6.15 4.46 0.046
Table 5.3 A summary of the results for all of the Cygnus region remnants for
Survey-optimised cuts and dc >600. Upper limits at the 99% confidence level are
given for remnants with no detection (σ <5). Both fluxes and upper limits are




θ2 σpre σpost Upper
Limit
Flux FFCrab
G67.7+1.8 715.9 0.014 0.81 0.14 0.63 — 0.023
G68.6-1.2 442.1 0.014 -0.32 — 0.55 — 0.020
G69.0+2.7 (CTB 80) 763.1 0.055 0.016 0.00 0.49 — 0.018
G69.7+1.0 632.2 0.014 1.46 0.73 0.81 — 0.030
G73.9+0.9 609.1 0.014 -0.77 — 0.39 — 0.015
G74.9+1.2 (CTB 87) 552.4 0.014 2.22 1.92 1.19 — 0.044
G76.9+1.0 723.1 0.014 -0.36 — 0.47 — 0.017
G78.2+2.1 (γ Cygni) 1311.58 0.055 3.83 3.23 1.07 — 0.040
Table 5.4 A summary of the results for all of the Cygnus region remnants for
Survey-optimised cuts and dc >1000. Upper limits at the 99% confidence level are
given for remnants with no detection (σ <5). Both fluxes and upper limits are




No new detections of VHE gamma-rays were made by our analyses from any
of the remnants observed by VERITAS. In this chapter, we compare the resulting
new upper limits on VHE gamma-ray emission in terms of both basic leptonic and
hadronic models of emission. In addition, we summarize the conclusions drawn
based on these models, and explore possible future directions for these studies.
6.1 Emission Models
The modeling of supernova shock properties and production of cosmic rays
is a well-developed field, and a full treatment is well beyond the scope of this work.
However, it is important to consider the implications of the limits set in this work
with respect to these models. While a single upper limit is insufficient to carry out
any meaningful fitting of spectral models in either the hadronic or leptonic cases,
we can potentially constrain these models by their predicted flux above 300 MeV.
We then discuss this constraint in terms of the evolutionary stage of the SNR for
the constraining cases. What follows is a review of relavent models.
6.1.1 Hadronic Model
To fully model the acceleration of hadronic cosmic rays in SNR requires
detailed hydrodynamic simulations. As an alternative, relatively simple models
parameterize the efficiency of cosmic ray acceleration for the entire remnant and
consider the overall production rates of VHE gamma rays. These relatively simple
models stand in good agreement (to within a factor of 2 or so in the worst cases)
with more detailed hydrodynamic models of VHE gamma-ray production by shock
accelerated cosmic rays (Kang and Drury 1992). Given the inherent uncertainty in
the underlying parameters of the SNR which feed into these models, this is con-
sidered an acceptable trade-off considering the complexity of the full hydrodynamic
treatment. For this work, we follow the methodology of Buckley et al. (1998) in
estimating the key parameters n, d and ESN for each remnant and using them to
compare the fluxes predicted by the method of Drury et al. (1994) as discussed
in 1.5.4. Rather than estimate the particle acceleration efficiency Θ based on the
required efficiency to account for the cosmic ray energy density, we keep it as our
limitable quantity.
6.1.2 Leptonic Model
The basic leptonic model for VHE gamma-ray emission is that of a single
population of relativistic electrons upscattering lower energy photons. The source
of these photons may be the cosmic microwave background (CMB), starlight, or
synchrotron or infrared emission from the remnant itself. For this work, we fol-
low primarily the approximations of [Schlickeiser 2002] and [Petruk 2009]. In the






where Uph is the ambient photon energy density. For the purpose of this work, we
consider only the CMB contribution to the energy density. This is not an unreason-
able assumption for two reasons. First, multiple works ([Yukawa 2008], [de Jager
and Mastichiadis 1997]) have shown that the photon energy density of starlight and
local IR are, at most, comparable to that of the CMB. Secondly, for photons above
∼ 10−2 eV being scattered up to TeV energies, the Thomson cross section is no
longer applicable and the Klein-Nishina cross section must be employed. This effec-
tively reduces the scattering rate for higher energy photons relative to lower energy
photons.
For a single-electron IC spectrum, emission is strongly peaked at a character-
istic photon energy Emγ . Numerical solutions and analytic approximations (Petruk
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2009) show that in the Thomson limit (ε  γmec2) this characteristic energy is
given by
Emγ ≈ 4εcγ2 (6.2)
where εc = kTph. For the CMB, εc = 2.348 × 10−4 eV. We estimate the full IC
power of a single electron as being emitted monochromatically at Emγ . We account
only for emission energies within VERITAS’s energy range of 300 GeV <Eγ <50
TeV. This corresponds to an underlying electron energy range of roughly 10 TeV
<Ee <120 TeV.
Extracting an IC spectrum generally requires some assumption about the
underlying electron spectrum. Typically, one assumes a spectrum of the form
dN
dE
= NoE−p eE/Emax (6.3)
In our case, remnants detected in the TeV regime typically have a spectrum
which is well-matched to a single power law of spectral index 2.3 <Γ <2.8. Since, for
a pure power law electron spectrum, the electron energy spectral index p is related





We will approximate our electron energy regime as following a (rapidly)
falling power law of spectral index p = 6 in order to match a photon spectral index
of Γ = 2.5. The total IC luminosity (or power) is given by:













Results for maximum total energy 10 TeV <Ee <120 TeV in relativistic
electrons of energy is given in Table 6.2, as well as upper limits on the energy
density in these electrons within the remnant. Note that these limits assume that
the relativistic electrons are distributed across the entire volume of the remnant.
More restrictive emitting volumes will result in larger upper limits to ne and Ue
6.2 Comparison with Results
6.2.1 Upper Limits
For this work, the upper limits are compared against both the basic hadronic
observational model laid out by Drury et al. (1994) and a simplified one-zone leptonic
model for IC emission in order to place limits on 1) the hadronic cosmic ray particle
acceleration efficiency Θ and 2) the TeV electron energy density. The best available
numbers for the relevant physical parameters, as given in Table 1.1, are used to
calculate the volume and dimensionless quantity A for each remnant. In most cases,
the explosion energy ESN is poorly constrained, and so the canonical value of 1051
ergs, or 1 Bethe, is used. Since the environment of supernova remnants is often
complex, the ambient density nH typically varies around the remnant. Thus, A is
calculated for nH = 1 cm−2, except where average values are available from the
literature. Where there is a large uncertainty in the distance to the remnant, A
is calculated for maximum distances. It should be noted that the constraints are
strongly dependent on the values used and therefore as our understanding of these
remnants changes, so will these constraints.
Typical values for Θ are ∼ 0.1− 0.3, both from SNR models and extrapola-
tion from Galactic cosmic-ray energy densities. This value remains roughly constant
throughout the remnant’s Sedov phase and largely independent of the ambient den-
sity. Θ tends to be much lower during the free expansion phase, as very little energy
is processed through the shocks at this point [Markiewicz et al. 1990].
W44
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Remnant FUL (cm−2s−1) A Θmax
CTB109 (G109.1-1.0) 8.83×10−12 0.10 0.97
Tycho (G120.1+1.4) 1.00×10−12 0.41 0.035
W44 (G34.7-0.4) 2.61×10−12 0.82 0.036
G67.7+1.8 1.74×10−12 0.086 0.22
G68.6-1.2 3.63×10−12 0.015 1.0
CTB 80 (G69.0+2.7) 1.61×10−12 0.25 0.071
G69.7+1.0 2.11×10−12 4.8× 10−3 1.0
G73.9+0.9 2.33×10−12 0.32 0.080
CTB87 (G74.9+1.2) 6.69×10−12 0.027 1.0
G76.9+1.0 1.57×10−12 6.3× 10−3 1.0
γ Cygni (G78.2+2.1) 6.15×10−12 0.49 0.14
Table 6.1 This table gives a summary of some of the derivable limits to the
hadronic acceleration efficiency of the remnants covered in this work which have
not been detected. Where a large uncertainty exists in the distance to the SNR,
the maximum distance value reported is used in calculating the term A.
Remnant FUL (cm−2 s−1) Etotal
CTB109 (G109.1-1.0) 8.83×10−12 2.4 ×1025
Tycho (G120.1+1.4) 1.00×10−12 1.6 ×1023
W44 (G34.7-0.4) 2.61×10−12 4.5 ×1023
G67.7+1.8 1.74×10−12 6.8 ×1024
G68.6-1.2 3.63×10−12 4.7 ×1024
CTB 80 (G69.0+2.7) 1.61×10−12 1.3 ×1023
G69.7+1.0 2.11×10−12 8.7 ×1024
G73.9+0.9 2.33×10−12 7.3 ×1022
CTB87 (G74.9+1.2) 6.69×10−12 6.6 ×1024
G76.9+1.0 1.57×10−12 5.0 ×1024
γ Cygni (G78.2+2.1) 6.15×10−12 2.8 ×1023
Table 6.2 This table gives a summary of some of the derivable limits to the
relativistic electron populations of the remnants covered in this work which have
not been detected. The total electron energy is given for electrons of energies 10 ≤
Ee ≤ 120 TeV, which would emit photons in the VERITAS waveband.
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Determining the presence of either leptonic or hadronic cosmic ray accel-
eration in W44 has been the goal of multiple studies. de Jager and Mastichiadis
(1997) propose that the electron population seen in nonthermal X-ray emission can
be accounted for by injection by the central pulsar of relativistic electrons into the
surrounding remnant, and subsequent IC scattering on infrared photons. This was
to primarily account for the gamma-ray emission seen by EGRET as the source
3EG J1856+0114, which is only tentatively associated with W44. This data yielded
a shallow gamma-ray spectrum largely unconstrained by the earlier Whipple limits
set on TeV emission (F (>250 GeV) = 8.5 × 10−11cm−2s−1). The pulsar-injection
model is supported by our much lower limit on the TeV emission from W44/3EG
J1856+0114. de Jager and Mastichiadis (1997) also find that the theoretical flux
from hadronic emission based on the physical properties of the remnant are unable
to account for the EGRET flux. Our flux limit constrains the hadronic efficiency
well below even the 10% used to achieve their underestimate, thus supporting the
claim that W44/3EG J1856+0114’s gamma-ray emission is not likely to be the result
of hadronic processes.
Tycho
Chandra observations have provided indirect evidence of acceleration of both
cosmic-ray ions and electrons based on the energetics revealed by the shock geometry
and emission (Warren et al. 2005). Thus, Tycho is a potential case where the
contribution from both TeV components might be separable based on the remnant
dynamics, since acceleration of electrons and hadrons would remove energy from the
remnant with different efficiencies.
We constrain the hadronic cosmic ray efficiency for Tycho Θ > 0.035. While
this is significantly below the expected value over the entire lifetime of an average
supernova remnant, it is not unexpected given that Tycho is a relatively young




Assuming an association, a näıve extrapolation of the gamma-ray spectrum
of the unidentified EGRET source 3EG J2020+4017 predicts a VHE flux of F (>
300 GeV) = 2.1× 10−10cm−2s−1, roughly two orders of magnitude above the limits
set in this work. This is not surprising, as the EGRET data suggests a spectral break
at ? 4 GeV (Merck et al. 1996). This supports an at least primarily leptonic origin
for the gamma-ray emission, as the simple hadronic model predicts a continuous
emission spectrum out to higher energies, while a leptonic model allows for some
cutoff energy.
For a purely hadronic origin for the (potential) emission from γ Cygni, our
upper limit on the VHE gamma-ray flux constrains the cosmic ray efficiency to
Θ > 0.14 . If we treat the signal as though it were a detection, then Θ ∼ 0.10,
in very good agreement with the predictions for a middle-aged remnant somewhere
between its adiabatic and radiative phases. Even treated as a detection, however,
without more detailed spatial information we can make no distinction between the
leptonic and hadronic case for γ Cygni.
Other Remnants
The maximum particle acceleration efficiency for a purely hadronic scenario
is given as Θmax for each remnant in Table 6.1. Of the remaining remnants, only 3
are meaningfully constrained in terms of hadronic cosmic-ray acceleration efficiency:
G67.7+1.8, G73.9+0.9 and CTB 80. In all three cases, the values are near or above
the näıvely expected values of 0.1-0.2. For CTB 80 and G73.9+0.9, the constraints
are not surprising given the relative proximity of the objects. However, G67.7+1.8
has a very poorly constrained distance; for this work we have used d = 14 kpc, but
reported values range from 7 - 17 kpc. If G67.7+1.8 is indeed much closer, then our
maximum value for Θ will decrease considerably.
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6.2.2 Detections
In the case of specific detections, more sophisticated models are appropriate
given the level of detail which can be extracted; both Caseiopeia A ( [Vink and Lam-
ing 2003], [Berezhko and Völk 2004]) and the Crab Nebula ([de Jager and Harding
1992], [Arons and Tavani 1994], [Celik 2008]) are handled in more detail as TeV
emitters in other works. Since our confirmations are in good agreement with exist-
ing values, we leave these cases as proof of concept for our analyses. Further, neither
of these remnants are good examples of potential TeV emission due to hadronic in-
teractions. As a PWN, the Crab Nebula’s emission is likely powered by synchrotron
self-comptonization by electrons accelerated by the pulsar’s magnetic field. In the
case of Cas A, evidence from non-thermal X-ray emission indicates a definite strong
leptonic component to the TeV emission. Also, the remnant’s relatively young age
(∼ 320 years) means that the remnant is likely in its free expansion or very early
Sedov phase, when hadronic acceleration is not at its maximum.
6.3 Conclusions
Five supernova remnants were observed between (2006-2008) by VERITAS
as part of the Supernova Remnant Key Science Project. We have analyzed this
data with the custom VEGAS software package. Of these, the two known TeV
remnants- Cassiopeia A and the Crab Nebula - both yielded detections and spectra
in good agreement with established values in our analyses. Further, we have met
the accepted values for the official analyses of VERITAS’ sensitivity. The remaining
remnants- W44, CTB 109 and Tycho’s SNR- were not detected. We have established
upper limits on each of their fluxes of
FW44(> 300 GeV) = 2.6× 10−12γ cm−2 s−1
FCTB109(> 300 GeV) = 8.8× 10−12γ cm−2 s−1
FTycho(> 300 GeV) = 1.0× 10−12γ cm−2 s−1
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In addition, eight remnants were observed by VERITAS as part of the
Cygnus Region Sky Survey. None of these remnants were detected with our analy-
ses. We have set flux limits above 300 GeV on each of these remnants of ∼ 1− 5%
of the Crab Nebula flux. The remnant γ Cygni appears as a likely VHE gamma-ray
emitter with a significance of 4.8 σ, just below the official threshhold of detection
of 5 σ. The newly established upper limits for these sources are
FG67.7+1.8(> 300 GeV) = 1.74× 10−12γ cm−2 s−1
FG68.6−1.2(> 300 GeV) = 3.63× 10−12γ cm−2 s−1
FCTB80(> 300 GeV) = 1.61× 10−12γ cm−2 s−1
FG69.7+1.0(> 300 GeV) = 2.11× 10−12γ cm−2 s−1
FG73.9+0.9(> 300 GeV) = 2.33× 10−12γ cm−2 s−1
FCTB87(> 300 GeV) = 6.69× 10−12γ cm−2 s−1
FG76.9+1.0(> 300 GeV) = 1.57× 10−12γ cm−2 s−1
FγCygni(> 300 GeV) = 6.15× 10−12γ cm−2 s−1
Each of these upper limits was compared to basic hadronic and leptonic
models of VHE gamma-ray production in order to potentially constrain the effi-
ciency of production of relativistic electrons and/or hadrons. Of these, Tycho and
W44 in particular provided interesting limits. The limit on W44 seems to support
the electron injection model proposed by de Jager and Mastichiadis (1997), and
constrains the production of hadronic cosmic rays below the theoretical predictions
for SNR shells. The relatively low limit on Tycho is somewhat surprising, given
indirect evidence for cosmic ray acceleration based on remnant dynamics. However,
given the relatively young age for Tycho it should be expected that the remnant has
not yet reached its peak cosmic ray acceleration efficiency.
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6.4 Future Work
The investigation into SNR as cosmic ray accelerators is a long-standing one,
with leads in several different observational fields. In the our specific case, two major
directions for future work suggest themselves: extension of existing observations, and
the addition of multiwavelength data to our analyses.
6.4.1 Further Observations with VERITAS
On this specific project, deeper observations on the more promising targets-
in particular, γ Cygni- could yield detections of TeV emission. A statistically signif-
icant detection of γ Cygni would allow for spectral reconstruction as well as studies
of the morphology of the source at different energies. Studies of the morphology of
the remnant are only viable in remnants with radii above ∼ 0.1◦. In these extended
remnants (like γ Cygni), the potential exists to localize the TeV emission. Spatial
correlation of VHE emission could indicate the source of said emission; VHE emis-
sion located near a known population of electrons or pulsar wind nebula is probably
leptonic in origin, while VHE emission localized on a nearby molecular cloud may
be due to collisons by remnant-accelerated hadrons.
Alternately, a deeper exposure of one of the better-studied non-detections
(e.g., Tycho or W44) would allow us to set more meaningful constraints on the
correlation between VHE gamma-ray emission and other observed properties such
as shock depth and the excitation of electron populations. This would likely require
analysis of data from X-ray and GeV gamma-ray instruments.
6.4.2 Multiwavelength Observations
In the case of leptonic modeling in particular, the assemblage of a broad-
band spectral energy distribution (SED) is especially useful. Simultaneous fitting of
synchrotron, bremmstrahlung and inverse Compton spectra can more successfully
constrain the electron energy distribution and ambient magnetic fields. For many
of the remnants presented here, further observations would be required in radio and
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X-ray before a meaningful SED could be assembled. For the more extensively ob-
served remnants, however, constructing an SED would predominantly be an issue
of assembling and analyzing existing data from a number of different experiments.
The high energy gamma-ray regime covered by the new Fermi LAT instru-
ment ( 30 MeV - 300 GeV) is of particular interest in discerning the origin of VHE
gamma rays from SNR, in part because it dovetails well with the capabilities of
ground-based instruments like VERITAS. Spectral modeling indicates that hadronic
and leptonic processes create a very different spectral shape in this energy regime.
Thus, the combination of this lower energy gamma-ray data with even upper limits
in the VHE band may ultimately distinguish between leptonic and hadronic emission







This appendix will lay out the observational data used in this work. Each
table for the individual objects includes the Date, run number, laser calibration run
number, the start-of-run time (UTC), usable duration, Offset from source, Azimuth
and Elevation, the L3 triggering rate and the array trigger configuration for each
run. For the Sky Survey data, a full data list is included with the above data and
the Sky Survey pointing number each run is associated with. Table A.7 gives the
analyses for each object that a given run was used in.
A.1 Targeted Remnants
Table A.1 Crab Nebula runlist
Date Run Laser UTC Dur. (min.) Offset Sky L3 Rate (Hz) Tel.
20071010 37009 37008 11:27 20 0.5E B 247 2/1234
20071011 37039 37034 11:05 20 0.5W A 260 2/1234
20071014 37195 37177 11:55 20 0.5S A 255 2/1234
20071016 37266 37263 11:51 20 0.5W A 239 2/1234
20071017 37297 37296 11:46 20 0.5S A 240 2/1234
20071114 37946 37955 08:22 20 0.5S A 257 2/1234
20071114 37947 37955 08:43 20 0.5E A 261 2/1234
20071114 37948 37955 09:05 20 0.5W A 262 2/1234
20071114 37949 37955 09:26 20 0.5N A 264 2/1234
20071114 37950 37955 09:48 20 0.5S A 264 2/1234
20071118 38063 38076 07:57 20 0.5E A 257 2/1234
20071118 38064 38076 08:18 20 0.5W A 253 2/1234
20071204 38200 38186 07:44 20 0.5E A 247 2/1234
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Date Run Laser UTC Dur. (min.) Offset Sky L3 Rate (Hz) Tel.
20071206 38273 38267 07:35 20 0.5W A 269 2/1234
20071215 38405 38393 06:54 20 0.5S A- 262 2/1234
20071230 38523 38508 06:02 20 0.5N A 261 2/1234
20080112 38764 38786 06:11 20 0.5W A 243 2/1234
20080130 38957 38950 04:06 20 0.5E A 254 2/1234
20080130 38958 38950 04:27 20 0.5W A 253 2/1234
20080202 39035 39053 03:13 20 0.5N A- 252 2/1234
20080203 39072 39053 03:58 20 0.5S A 250 2/1234
20080206 39109 39132 03:45 20 0.5W A 256 2/1234
Table A.2 Cassiopeia A runlist
Date Run Laser UTC Dur. (min.) Offset Sky L3 Rate (Hz) Tel.
20070911 36271 36286 07:48 20 0.5N B- 134 2/1234
20070911 36272 36286 08:12 20 0.5S B- 135 2/1234
20070918 36546 36533 08:32 20 0.5N B+ 241 2/1234
20070918 36547 36533 08:56 20 0.5S B+ 238 2/1234
20070918 36548 36533 09:18 20 0.5E B+ 232 2/1234
20070918 36549 36533 09:40 20 0.5W B+ 226 2/1234
20070919 36592 36601 08:38 20 0.5N B 225 2/1234
20070920 36626 36601 08:29 20 0.5S B 244 2/1234
20070920 36627 36601 08:51 20 0.5N B 243 2/1234
20070920 36628 36601 09:12 20 0.5W B 240 2/1234
20071007 36850 36858 07:05 20 0.5E B 240 2/1234
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Date Run Laser UTC Dur. (min.) Offset Sky L3 Rate (Hz) Tel.
20071007 36851 36858 07:26 20 0.5W B 240 2/1234
20071007 36852 36858 07:49 20 0.5N B 240 2/1234
20071011 37024 37034 06:06 20 0.5E A 250 2/1234
20071011 37025 37034 06:28 20 0.5W A 247 2/1234
20071011 37026 37034 06:49 20 0.5S A 247 2/1234
20071011 37027 37034 07:10 20 0.5N A 242 2/1234
20071011 37028 37034 07:31 20 0.5E A 240 2/1234
20071011 37029 37034 07:52 20 0.5W A 233 2/1234
20071013 37114 37148 06:49 20 0.5S A 227 2/1234
20071013 37115 37148 07:10 20 0.5E A 224 2/1234
20071013 37116 37148 07:31 20 0.5W A 224 2/1234
20071013 37117 37148 07:52 20 0.5S A 220 2/1234
20071014 37169 37177 06:50 20 0.5N A 234 2/1234
20071014 37170 37177 07:11 20 0.5S A 231 2/1234
20071014 37171 37177 07:33 20 0.5W A 225 2/1234
20071014 37172 37177 07:55 20 0.5E A 222 2/1234
20071015 37214 37228 06:42 20 0.5N A 237 2/1234
20071015 37215 37228 07:04 20 0.5S A 234 2/1234
20071015 37216 37228 07:25 20 0.5W A 228 2/1234
20071015 37217 37228 07:48 20 0.5E A 225 2/1234
20071016 37245 37263 06:45 20 0.5W A 227 2/1234
20071016 37246 37263 07:20 20 0.5E A 224 2/1234
20071016 37247 37263 07:44 20 0.5S A 217 2/1234
20071017 37282 37296 06:16 20 0.5N A 232 2/1234
20071017 37283 37296 06:41 20 0.5E A 227 2/1234
20071017 37284 37296 07:02 20 0.5W A 221 2/1234
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Date Run Laser UTC Dur. (min.) Offset Sky L3 Rate (Hz) Tel.
20071017 37285 37296 07:23 20 0.5S A 217 2/1234
20071017 37286 37296 07:48 20 0.5N A 212 2/1234
20071019 37385 37415 03:29 20 0.5N A 116 2/1234
20071019 37386 37415 03:51 20 0.5S A 118 2/1234
20071019 37387 37415 04:15 20 0.5E A 119 2/1234
20071031 37489 37493 03:40 20 0.5N B 245 2/1234
20071031 37490 37493 04:01 20 0.5S B 241 2/1234
20071031 37491 37493 04:22 20 0.5E B 230 2/1234
20071101 37505 37510 04:01 20 0.5N C 248 2/1234
20071101 37506 37510 04:23 18 0.5S B 248 2/1234
20071102 37521 37530 03:37 20 0.5E A 246 2/1234
20071102 37522 37530 03:59 20 0.5W A 249 2/1234
20071102 37523 37530 04:22 20 0.5N A 247 2/1234
20071102 37524 37530 04:44 20 0.5S A 245 2/1234
20071103 37549 37557 03:55 20 0.5W A 250 2/1234
20071103 37550 37557 04:16 20 0.5E A 249 2/1234
20071103 37551 37557 04:37 20 0.5N A 246 2/1234
20071103 37552 37557 04:58 20 0.5S A 245 2/1234
20071104 37578 37590 03:21 20 0.5E A 228 2/1234
20071104 37579 37590 03:42 20 0.5W A 232 2/1234
20071104 37580 37590 04:03 20 0.5N A 233 2/1234
20071104 37581 37590 04:24 20 0.5S A 235 2/1234
20071104 37582 37590 04:45 20 0.5E A 232 2/1234
20071105 37612 37623 03:17 20 0.5W A 236 2/1234
20071105 37613 37623 03:39 20 0.5N A 234 2/1234
20071105 37614 37623 04:00 20 0.5S A 233 2/1234
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Date Run Laser UTC Dur. (min.) Offset Sky L3 Rate (Hz) Tel.
20071105 37615 37623 04:22 20 0.5E A 230 2/1234
20071105 37616 37623 04:43 20 0.5W A 231 2/1234
20071105 37617 37623 05:04 20 0.5N A 226 2/1234
20071106 37653 37694 04:48 20 0.5S B- 235 2/1234
20071106 37654 37694 05:10 20 0.5E B- 232 2/1234
20071106 37655 37694 05:32 20 0.5W B- 226 2/1234
20071106 37656 37694 05:54 20 0.5N B- 225 2/1234
20071106 37657 37694 06:15 20 0.5S B- 223 2/1234
20071109 37758 37780 05:00 20 0.5E A 235 2/1234
20071109 37759 37780 05:21 20 0.5W A 229 2/1234
20071111 37824 37845 04:58 20 0.5N A 234 2/1234
20071111 37825 37845 05:20 20 0.5S A 236 2/1234
20071112 37861 37868 03:16 20 0.5E A 241 2/1234
20071112 37862 37868 03:38 20 0.5W A 241 2/1234
20071112 37863 37868 03:59 20 0.5N A 238 2/1234
20071112 37864 37868 04:26 20 0.5S A 237 2/1234
20071112 37865 37868 04:48 20 0.5E A 233 2/1234
Table A.3 Tycho runlist
Date Run Laser UTC Dur. (min.) Offset Sky L3 Rate (Hz) Tel.
20081022 42302 42215 05:13 20 0.5N A 227 2/1234
20081022 42303 42215 05:35 20 0.5S A 228 2/1234
20081022 42304 42215 05:56 20 0.5E A 227 2/1234
20081022 42305 42215 06:17 20 0.5W A 227 2/1234
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Date Run Laser UTC Dur. (min.) Offset Sky L3 Rate (Hz) Tel.
20081022 42306 42215 06:38 20 0.5N A 225 2/1234
20081022 42307 42215 06:59 20 0.5S A 223 2/1234
20081023 42354 42346 06:46 20 0.5E A 214 2/1234
20081023 42355 42346 07:07 20 0.5W A 211 2/1234
20081025 42428 42433 06:13 20 0.5N A 225 2/1234
20081025 42429 42433 06:34 20 0.5S A 223 2/1234
20081025 42430 42433 06:55 20 0.5E A 222 2/1234
20081025 42431 42433 07:17 20 0.5W A 220 2/1234
20081026 42464 42460 06:29 20 0.5N A 202 2/1234
20081026 42469 42460 07:22 20 0.5S A 195 2/1234
20081028 42534 42547 04:45 20 0.5N A 219 2/1234
20081028 42535 42547 05:07 20 0.5S A 220 2/1234
20081028 42536 42547 05:28 20 0.5E A 216 2/1234
20081028 42537 42547 05:51 20 0.5W A 217 2/1234
20081029 42582 42594 05:32 20 0.5N A 207 2/1234
20081029 42583 42594 05:53 20 0.5S A 206 2/1234
20081029 42584 42594 06:15 20 0.5E A 203 2/1234
20081029 42585 42594 06:35 20 0.5W A 202 2/1234
20081030 42615 42635 05:04 20 0.5N B+ 192 2/1234
20081030 42616 42635 05:26 20 0.5S B+ 191 2/1234
20081030 42617 42635 05:47 20 0.5E B+ 190 2/1234
20081030 42618 42635 06:08 20 0.5W B+ 189 2/1234
20081030 42619 42635 06:30 20 0.5N B+ 186 2/1234
20081031 42654 42666 05:45 20 0.5N B- 196 2/1234
20081031 42655 42666 06:06 20 0.5S B+ 193 2/1234
20081031 42656 42666 06:27 20 0.5E B+ 190 2/1234
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Date Run Laser UTC Dur. (min.) Offset Sky L3 Rate (Hz) Tel.
20081031 42657 42666 06:48 20 0.5W B+ 187 2/1234
20081031 42658 42666 07:10 20 0.5S B+ 184 2/1234
20081031 42659 42666 07:30 20 0.5E B+ 181 2/1234
20081101 42687 42696 04:15 20 0.5W B+ 189 2/1234
20081101 42688 42696 04:35 20 0.5N B+ 191 2/1234
20081101 42689 42696 04:57 20 0.5S B+ 193 2/1234
20081103 42763 42780 05:53 20 0.5E B 121 2/123-
20081103 42764 42780 06:15 20 0.5W B 120 2/123-
20081103 42765 42780 06:36 20 0.5N B 119 2/123-
20081104 42792 42799 05:14 20 0.5S A 210 2/1234
20081104 42794 42799 05:57 20 0.5W A 204 2/1234
20081118 43034 42981 04:30 20 0.5S A 222 2/1234
20081120 43121 43127 05:14 20 0.5E A 213 2/1234
20081120 43122 43127 05:36 20 0.5W A 211 2/1234
20081124 43245 43163 04:18 20 0.5N A 209 2/1234
20081124 43246 43163 04:39 20 0.5S A 205 2/1234
20081124 43247 43163 05:00 20 0.5E A 202 2/1234
20081124 43248 43163 05:21 20 0.5W A 200 2/1234
20081201 43353 43357 04:00 20 0.5N A 220 2/1234
20081201 43354 43357 04:22 20 0.5S A 216 2/1234
20081201 43355 43357 04:43 20 0.5E A 214 2/1234
20081201 43356 43357 05:04 20 0.5W A 211 2/1234
20081203 43424 43423 04:43 20 0.5N B 214 2/1234
20081221 43641 43614 02:20 20 0.5N A 223 2/1234
20081221 43642 43614 02:41 20 0.5S A 219 2/1234
20081221 43643 43614 03:02 20 0.5E A 218 2/1234
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Date Run Laser UTC Dur. (min.) Offset Sky L3 Rate (Hz) Tel.
20081221 43644 43614 03:23 20 0.5W A 216 2/1234
20081221 43645 43614 03:44 20 0.5N A 213 2/1234
20081225 43711 43720 02:21 20 0.5N B 220 2/1234
20081225 43712 43720 02:42 20 0.5S B 215 2/1234
20081225 43713 43720 03:03 20 0.5E B 214 2/1234
20081225 43714 43720 03:23 20 0.5W B 210 2/1234
20081228 43725 43731 02:09 20 0.5N A 223 2/1234
20081228 43726 43731 02:30 20 0.5S A 217 2/1234
20090113 43974 43976 02:15 20 0.5E A 218 2/1234
20090113 43975 43976 02:35 20 0.5W A 208 2/1234
20090116 44003 44005 01:52 20 0.5E A 205 2/1234
20090116 44004 44005 02:13 20 0.5W A 202 2/1234
20090119 44075 44027 01:59 20 0.5E C 185 2/1234
Table A.4 W44 runlist
Date Run Laser UTC Dur. (min.) Offset Sky L3 Rate (Hz) Tel.
20080507 40792 0 10:11 20 0.5N A 186 2/1234
20080507 40793 0 10:32 20 0.5S A 188 2/1234
20080507 40794 0 10:53 20 0.5E A 192 2/1234
20080508 40812 0 10:22 20 0.5W B 208 2/1234
20080508 40813 0 10:42 20 0.5N B 209 2/1234
20080508 40814 0 11:03 20 0.5S B 218 2/1234
20080513 40880 0 09:41 20 0.5E A 187 2/1234
20080513 40881 0 10:06 20 0.5E A 192 2/1234
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Date Run Laser UTC Dur. (min.) Offset Sky L3 Rate (Hz) Tel.
20080513 40882 0 10:27 20 0.5W A 192 2/1234
20080513 40883 0 10:48 20 0.5W A 190 2/1234
20080602 41073 41072 07:53 20 0.5N B 179 2/1234
20080602 41074 41072 08:14 20 0.5S B 182 2/1234
20080602 41075 41072 08:35 20 0.5E B 187 2/1234
20080602 41076 41072 08:56 20 0.5W B 189 2/1234
20080602 41077 41072 09:17 20 0.5N B 196 2/1234
20080602 41078 41072 09:38 20 0.5S B 221 2/1234
20080602 41079 41072 09:59 20 0.5E B 199 2/1234
20080603 41106 41098 09:53 20 0.5W B+ 189 2/1234
20080603 41107 41098 10:14 20 0.5N B+ 186 2/1234
20080603 41108 41098 10:35 20 0.5S B+ 182 2/1234
20080605 41154 41142 09:25 20 0.5E A 210 2/1234
20080605 41156 41142 10:07 20 0.5W A 197 2/1234
20080605 41157 41142 10:29 20 0.5N A 190 2/1234
20080606 41173 41163 08:27 20 0.5N A 212 2/1234
20080606 41174 41163 08:58 20 0.5S A 216 2/1234v
20080606 41177 41163 10:03 20 0.5E A 211 2/1234
20080606 41178 41163 10:24 20 0.5W A 206 2/1234
20080607 41197 41222 08:10 20 0.5S A 197 2/1234
20080607 41198 41222 08:31 20 0.5E A 201 2/1234
20080607 41199 41222 09:08 20 0.5W A 208 2/1234
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Table A.5 CTB 109 runlist
Date Run Laser UTC Dur. (min.) Offset Sky L3 Rate (Hz) Tel.
20071204 38184 38186 02:06 20 0.5N A 256 2/1234
20071205 38219 38186 02:09 20 0.5W A 278 2/1234
20071205 38220 38186 02:31 20 0.5E A 259 2/1234
20071206 38254 38267 02:09 20 0.5S B+ 140 2/1234
20071206 38256 38267 02:36 20 0.5N A 258 2/1234
20071229 38496 38495 01:55 20 0.5E B- 239 2/1234
20071229 38497 38495 02:17 20 0.5W B- 235 2/1234
20071230 38509 38508 02:00 20 0.5N B- 237 2/1234
20071230 38510 38508 02:22 20 0.5S B- 236 2/1234
20071231 38529 38539 01:44 20 0.5E A 239 2/1234
20071231 38530 38539 02:06 20 0.5W A 232 2/1234
20071231 38531 38539 02:27 20 0.5N A 226 2/1234
20080101 38550 38562 01:40 16 0.5S A 246 2/1234
20080101 38552 38562 02:19 20 0.5E A 228 2/1234
20080105 38616 38635 01:48 02 0.5N B- 221 2/1234
20080110 38679 38685 01:52 20 0.5S A 137 2/1234
20080110 38680 38685 02:14 20 0.5E A 189 2/1234
20080111 38708 38731 02:04 20 0.5W A 226 2/1234
20080112 38750 38786 02:01 20 0.5S A 210 2/1234
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A.2 Sky Survey
Table A.7 A full listing of all of the Sky Survey pointings completed as of
December 2008.
Pointing # RA (hrs) Dec (deg) Analyses
1 19.73 31.95
2 19.80 31.47 CTB 80, G67.7+1.8
3 19.87 30.95 CTB 80, G67.7+1.8
4 19.93 30.43 G67.7+1.8
5 20.00 29.92 G67.7+1.8, G68.6-1.2
6 20.07 29.38 G68.6-1.2
7 19.77 32.65 CTB 80
8 19.83 32.15 CTB 80, G67.7+1.8
9 19.90 31.63 CTB 80, G67.7+1.8
10 19.97 31.12 G67.7+1.8 G69.7+1.0
11 20.03 30.60 G67.7+1.8, G68.6-1.2
12 20.10 30.07 G68.6-1.2
13 19.80 33.35 CTB 80
14 19.87 32.83 CTB 80, G67.7+1.8
15 19.93 32.32 CTB 80, G67.7+1.8, G69.7+1.0
16 20.00 31.80 CTB 80, G67.7+1.8, G69.7+1.0
17 20.07 31.27 G68.6-1.2, G69.7+1.0
18 20.13 30.73 G68.6-1.2
19 19.82 34.03 CTB 80
20 19.90 33.52 CTB 80, G69.7+1.0
21 19.97 33.00 CTB 80, G67.7+1.8, G69.7+1.0
22 20.03 32.48 CTB 80, G67.7+1.8, G69.7+1.0
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Pointing RA (hrs) Dec (deg) Analyses
23 20.10 31.95 G68.6-1.2
24 20.17 31.42 G68.6-1.2
25 19.85 34.72 CTB 80
26 19.93 34.22 CTB 80
27 20.00 33.68 CTB 80, G69.7+1.0
28 20.07 33.17 G69.7+1.0




33 20.03 34.37 G69.7+1.0
34 20.10 33.83 G69.7+1.0










45 20.10 35.72 G73.9+0.9
46 20.17 35.18 G73.9+0.9
47 20.23 34.63 G73.9+0.9
48 20.30 34.08
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Pointing RA (hrs) Dec (deg) Analyses
49 20.00 37.47
50 20.07 36.93
51 20.13 36.40 CTB 87, G73.9+0.9
52 20.20 35.85 CTB 87, G73.9+0.9
53 20.27 35.80 CTB 87, G73.9+0.9
54 20.33 34.73 G73.9+0.9
55 20.03 38.13
56 20.10 37.62
57 20.17 37.07 CTB 87, G73.9+0.9
58 20.23 36.52 CTB 87, G73.9+0.9
59 20.30 35.97 CTB 87, G73.9+0.9
60 20.38 35.40
61 20.07 38.82
62 20.13 38.28 CTB 87
63 20.20 37.73 CTB 87, G73.9+0.9
64 20.28 37.18 CTB 87, G73.9+0.9, G76.9+1.0




69 20.25 38.40 CTB 87, G76.9+1.0
70 20.32 37.85 CTB 87, G73.9+0.9, G76.9+1.0
71 20.38 37.28 CTB 87, G76.9+1.0
72 20.45 36.70
73 20.13 40.17
74 20.22 39.63 γ-Cygni
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Pointing RA (hrs) Dec (deg) Analyses
75 20.28 39.07 γ-Cygni, CTB 87, G76.9+1.0
76 20.35 38.50 γ-Cygni, CTB 87, G76.9+1.0
77 20.42 37.93 CTB 87, G76.9+1.0
78 20.48 37.35 G76.9+1.0
79
80 20.25 40.30 γ-Cygni,
81 20.32 39.73 γ-Cygni, G76.9+1.0
82 20.38 39.17 γ-Cygni, G76.9+1.0
83 20.47 38.58 G76.9+1.0
84 20.52 38.00 G76.9+1.0
85
86 20.28 40.95 γ-Cygni
87 20.37 40.38 γ-Cygni, G76.9+1.0
88 20.43 39.82 γ-Cygni, G76.9+1.0
89 20.50 39.23 G76.9+1.0
90 20.57 38.65
91
92 20.33 41.62 γ-Cygni





98 20.37 42.28 γ-Cygni
99 20.43 41.70 γ-Cygni
100 20.52 41.12
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This appendix will describe the procedure for bias aligning the individual
VERITAS telescopes using the laser calibration technique[Toner et al. 2008]. The
intention of bias alignment is to overcome the telescope mirror’s natural tendency to
deform at different elevations. This deformation is largely the result of gravitational
slumping. Thus, a telescope aligned perfectly at 0deg elevation (where the mirrors
are most readily accessible) will be misaligned and have a measurably worse PSF
at higher elevation. Since most VERITAS observations occur above 50◦ elevation,
and telescope alignment occurs at 0◦, bias alignment is crucial for this instrument.
Typically, alignment is only necessary about once per year.
B.1 Equipment
The key instrument in bias alignment is a custom laser alignment system
developed by the VERITAS group at NUI, Galway. The system (Figure B.1) con-
sists of a laser and beam-splitter assembly mounted to a pan-tilt unit (PTU). The
PTU is controlled by custom software on an attached laptop. Mounted behind the
laser/splitter assembly is a translucent screen and a CCD camera. When trained
on a mirror normal to the beam path, the laser light will return along its outgoing
path, projecting a laser point at the same position as a backscattered portion of the
original beam (the “reference beam”).
B.2 Bias Measurement
The biases of each mirror are measured directly by temporarily mounting
a laser onto each mirror. These lasers are pointed onto a screen placed over the
plane of the camera. Measurements are made for a group of mirrors (typically six)
by imaging the pattern of laser points on the screen with the Optical Monitoring
CCD Camera. The telescope is moved from 0◦ up to 70◦ elevation, and then back
down to 0◦, with stills taken at each of the three stopping points. The biases of the
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Figure B.1 The VERITAS alignment tool front (left) and rear (right) view.
mirrors are determined based on the movement of the laser points between 0◦ and
70◦.
B.3 Bias Alignment
Once biases are calculated for each mirror, bias alignment can occur. The
alignment system is mounted on an alignment tower located at twice the focal length
(the “2f point) (Figure B.2) from the center of the reflector. The telescope is the
slewed into the alignment position, such that the optical axis is aligned with the
instrument. While this position is well-known for each telescope, difficulty in fine-
positioning the telescopes at low elevation make this a non-trivial task.
Once the telescope is in position, the alignment laser is trained on the mirror
to be aligned. The CCD camera takes an image of the screen, and the program finds
the separation between the centroids of the reflected and reference beams. For gross
alignment, a simple minimization of this separation is desired. For bias alignment,
the measured biases are used by the program to determine the desired offset, and
the mirror is moved to the appropriate misalignment.
Mirror adjustment is carried out by an individual or individuals at the re-
flector, usually in a bucketed manlift or cherry-picker. Using pole-mounted ratchet
heads, the operators adjust the facet mounting bracket via the three adjustable
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mounting screws as instructed by the alignment system operator. Once satisfactory
bias alignment is achieved, the process is repeated for each mirror.
BIAS ALIGNMENT
Figure 1: The VERITAS Semi-Automated Align-
ment System (Cover removed for clarity)
With the telescope at an elevation of 0!, the system
is set up on a platform (or alignment tower — see
Figure 2) located at twice the focal distance from
the center of the reflector along the optic axis. We
refer to this location as the “2f ” point.
The PTU, controlled by a custom computer pro-
gram, is used to direct the outgoing laser beam
onto each mirror facet in turn. Due to the Davies-
Cotton optics employed by the telescope reflector,
the beam reflected from the mirror should then re-
turn along its own outgoing path when the mirror is
correctly aligned. With all mirrors aligned in this
manner, light from a source at infinity should con-
verge to a point at the focal plane of the telescope.
Part of the laser beam is backscattered by the
beam-splitter onto the screen (i.e. the reference
beam). This gives a reference point on the screen
for the desired position of the reflected beam when
the facet is aligned correctly. Using an image of the
screen obtained by the CCD, the program can find
the centroid locations of both the backscattered and
the reflected beams. These positions are used to
determine how far the reflected beam is from the
reference position on the screen and thus calcu-
late what adjustments must to be made to the facet
mounting bracket in order to align the mirror cor-
rectly. This is then repeated for all mirror facets
on the reflector. Once aligned, it is not necessary
to re-align the facets more frequently than once a
year.
Figure 2: Purpose-built alignment towers have
been constructed and placed at the “2f” point for
each telescope. In this image, the telescope is
stowed (pointing north) and is not pointing at the
tower.
Gravitational Slump
When the telescope moves in elevation, the optical
support structure (OSS) is subject to some slump-
ing. As the OSS slumps, each of the mirror facets
moves by a small amount due to gravity. This puts
the telescope’s optics increasingly out of alignment
as the elevation is increased, degrading the PSF at
typical observing elevations. However, this hap-
pens in a reproducible way and can be corrected
for.
Measurements of the movement experienced by
each mirror facet are made by attaching a small,
light-weight laser unit to each facet. The laser
beam is directed onto the focal plane of the tele-
scope. A CCD image of the focal plane is then
obtained. The telescope is raised to an elevation
of 65! (the desired elevation of best focus) and an-
other image of the focal plane is obtained.
The amount by which the laser spot moves on the
focal plane is measured by comparing the images
from the two different telescope positions. The
movement of the laser beam corresponds to the
movement of the mirror facet due to slumping of
the OSS. This is repeated for all mirror facets on
the reflector. A file containing information about
the movement of each mirror (i.e. bias file) is gen-
erated for use by the alignment program so that the
slumping effect can be negated.
1402
Figure B.2 Telescope 2 and its Alignment Tower, located at the “2f ” point.
Image taken from [Toner et al. 2008].
B.4 Improvements and Recent Innovations
Recently, a new technique for bias alignment for VERITAS has been devel-
oped by Andrew McCann at McGill University (McCann et al. 2009). Rather than
relying on a reflected laser beam, this technique uses a bright star for calibration. A
mirror is mounted a 45deg to the light path in front of he PMT camera and a CCD
camera is mounted at the new focal point. A Raster-scan is then taken of a bright
star at whatever elevation the telescope is to be aligned to (typically 60-70deg). A
mirror in perfect alignment will reflect the star’s light when the telescope is pointed
directly at it, thus appearing bright in the CCD image. A misaligned mirror will
appear dark at a 0deg offset, but will become bright as the telescope moves through
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the offset matching the mirror’s misalignment. By measuring the extent and direc-
tion of the offset, the misalignment can be determined, and corrected manually as in
the laser technique. Early indications are that this method is at least as successful
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